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“The rolling out of GST
will send out positive
signals to the world and
the country is going to
be seen as a unified
market in the world”

Accept & support the change!

While our Prime Minister is busy in marketing brand India to the world, we
as true Indians need to strengthen our uniqueness globally by leveraging on our
strengths in manufacturing. The time has come to capitalise on our advantages and
experience a paradigm shift from an agrarian economy to manufacture and service
based economy. I hope with the focused efforts from the government and by an
implementation of GST regime, the manufacturing sector will get into the revival
mode shortly.
Manufacturing is a very competitive industry and reducing the cost of production
while creating incremental value for customers remains a challenge for every
business. With the new GST administration, we will be able to see reduced cost of
production, unification of the Indian market, the smooth flow of goods within the
country, availability of input tax credit on state supply of goods and services leading
to greater cost benefit, and a lot more. Most importantly, the rolling out of GST
will send out positive signals to the world and the country is going to be seen as a
unified market globally. In short, this modern tax reform will significantly improve
the competitiveness and performance of India’s manufacturing sector. It will have
a far-reaching impact on business avenues, compelling organisations to realign
bottlenecks such as production cost, production time, supply chain, compliance,
logistics, etc, with the changing indirect tax structure.
Of course, all major business dynamics will have to be thoroughly analysed to
assess the impact of GST on business. Our duty, in the meanwhile, is to accept and
support this historic change for our own advantage and for the benefit of the country.
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MARKET | NEWS

Dassault Systèmes brings digital transformation in Indian manufacturing
Dassault Systèmes recently commenced its first ‘Manufacturing in the Age operations management, supply chain planning & operations and Additive
of Experience’ event in India. Held in Pune, the regional adaptation of the Manufacturing.”
company’s global ‘Age of Experience’
Addressing the media, Guillaume
event series provides 100 C-level
Vendroux, CEO, DELMIA, Dassault
executives and business leaders from
Systèmes, said, “The world of
manufacturing sectors in automotive,
manufacturing has shifted focus from
transportation, aerospace, defence and
mass production to mass customisation
industrial engineering verticals with a
and quick delivery to an on-demand
detailed perspective on steps that
generation of consumers. Complete
businesses can take to digitally transform
synchronisation and integration of
their manufacturing operations.
operations, modularity and predictive
Inaugurating the event, Samson
analytics have enabled manufacturers to
Khaou, MD, Dassault Systèmes India,
provide consumers with a personalised
said, “The ‘Make in India’ initiative
experience. This event explores how
is now a global agenda and there is
industries can digitally transform with the
an incredible opportunity for Indian
3DEXPERIENCE platform.”
enterprises and SMEs across key Dassault Systèmes’ first event in Pune with a focus on manufacturers
Talking about the technology
verticals to take a giant leap. The first
showcase, Khaou added, “With
step that Indian manufacturing companies need to take to compete with ‘Manufacturing in the Age of Experience’ we will touch upon how technology
their global counterparts in an experience economy is to disrupt their is breaking down barriers between the virtual world and reality and is
traditional manufacturing operations with more agile, flexible and scalable inspiring new generations of makers, engineers, scientists, brand
manufacturing processes. In this context, they need to address four areas evangelists and CEOs to develop the disruptive experiences that are
of the manufacturing equation: Digital manufacturing, manufacturing defining our era and creating industries of the future.”

Dormer Pramet reveals new logo

Hexagon completes acquisition of FASys

Dormer Pramet recently has revealed an updated design of the Dormer
logo, which the brand used to identify its range of rotary cutting tools. The
company has two global product brands: Dormer, featuring a wide
assortment of HSS and solid carbide round tools for drilling, milling and
threading applications; and Pramet, covering a variety of indexable tools for
turning, milling and
hole-making. The
new Dormer logo
brings it in line
with the company’s
global identity, a closer connection between the two product brands and
further promotes its now widely used ‘chip symbol’. Commenting on this,
John Rushbrooke, Branding Strategy Manager, Dormer Pramet, said,
“There are several reasons for the change, but the main driver is that the
previous Dormer logo design was not consistent with the Dormer Pramet
corporate logo or the Pramet brand logo.” Also speaking on this was
Gautam Ahuja, Managing Director, Dormer Pramet India, who said, “The
new Dormer logo incorporates our now familiar ‘chip symbol’. Also, the new
design brings numerous marketing related benefits.” The official launch of
the new Dormer logo will be at EMO Hannover 2017 in September, although
it will start to appear in several locations from July onwards. This includes
product packaging and labelling, as well as marketing collateral, including
technical material and product brochures.

Hexagon AB recently announced that it has completed the acquisition of FASys
Industrie-EDV-Systeme GmbH, a German system integration specialist and
provider of software and hardware solutions for production-oriented tasks.
FASys has an established working relationship with the Hexagon-owned CAD/
CAM specialist Vero Software, and
the acquisition enhances Hexagon
Manufacturing
Intelligence’s
solution offering in the production
areas of the manufacturing
process. Commenting on the
acquisition, Steve Sivitter, CEO,
Vero Software, said, “In looking to
expand our technology portfolio
The acquisition between FASys and
beyond CAM, the acquisition of
Hexagon enhances the latter's solution
FASys is a very important step.
offerings in the production areas
The company brings great
technology and a wealth of
manufacturing experience to Vero Software. We’ve been collaborating with
FASys for some years, so it’s exciting to help the team there to expand their
global reach.” Also elaborating on this was Michael Gottschild, GM, FASys, who
added, “We are pleased to be joining Hexagon. We will move forward together
with the expertise, knowledge and resources necessary to deliver innovative
solutions at an even faster pace.”
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F&S and TERI hosted Sustainability Leadership Summit 2017
Frost & Sullivan and The Energy and Resources Institute recently concluded aspects that are considered, while embedding SDGs as an integral part of the
the annual India Sustainability Leadership Summit 2017 and Sustainability fabric of the organisation.
4.0 Awards on May 26, 2017 in Mumbai.
The summit culminated in the
The event was marked by the presence
awards night in the company of business
of
distinguished
personalities,
leaders representing the manufacturing
representatives of forward-thinking
and service sectors. The grand awards
organisations, thought leaders and
night marked the celebration of the
innovators.
winners of this year’s Sustainability 4.0
The day began with the India
awards with Ashok Chawla, Chairman,
Sustainability Leadership Summit
TERI, welcoming all the delegates to the
hosted jointly by Frost & Sullivan and
event. On the occasion, Ajay Mathur,
TERI. There were thought provoking
Director General, TERI, pointed out, “The
plenary sessions on ‘circular economies’
growth of resource efficiency depends
and on ‘integrating sustainability into
on both technologies and markets. In the
commercial normality’, followed by The distinguished panelists represented policy makers from the field of last few years, we have seen how these
actual examples of companies that are sustainability and business leaders from renowned organisations
new
markets
have
exploded.”
making headway in their journey towards
Congratulating the award winners, he
sustainability. The distinguished panelists represented policy makers from the called upon Indian corporate leadership and said, “Many of you have pioneered
field of sustainability and business leaders from renowned organisations.
converting what was yesterday’s waste, into what are today’s inputs into new
The plenary session chaired by Ajay Shankar, Former Secretary, DIPP, products. This will lay the foundation for a healthy India and a healthy world.”
Ministry of Commerce & Industry threw light on aspects of responsible The banquet witnessed highly interactive and engaging participants from
financing, and novel agricultural methodologies to enable water stewardship organisations that aim at adopting sustainable development practices at the
among farmers. G S Gill, Distinguished Advisor to TERI elaborated on various core of their business strategy.

Lockheed Martin, Tata announce F-16 India partnership

Siemens to establish centres of excellence

Lockheed Martin and Tata Advanced Systems recently signed a landmark
agreement affirming the companies’ intent to join hands to produce the F-16
Block 70 in India. The F-16 Block 70 is ideally suited to meet the Indian Air
Force's single-engine fighter
needs and this unmatched USIndian industry partnership directly
supports India's initiative to
develop private aerospace and
defence manufacturing capacity in
India.
Speaking
on
this,
N Chandrasekaran, Chairman, Tata The landmark agreement between
Sons, said, “This agreement builds Lockheed Martin and Tata Advanced
on the already-established joint Systems supports F-16 Block 70 'Make
venture between Lockheed Martin in India' offer
and Tata and underscores the
relationship and commitment between the two companies." Also commenting
on this partnership was Orlando Carvalho, Executive VP, Lockheed Martin
Aeronautics, who shared, “Lockheed Martin is honoured to partner with the
Indian defence and aerospace leader Tata Advanced Systems Limited on the
F-16 programme." He further added, "Our partnership significantly strengthens
the F-16 'Make in India' offer, creates and maintains numerous new job
opportunities in India and the US, and brings the world's most combat-proven
multi-role fighter aircraft to India."

Siemens India recently signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the
Government Tool Room and Training Centre, who represent the Government
of Karnataka and DesignTech Systems to establish four Centres of Excellence
across Karnataka. Siemens’
product lifecycle management
(PLM) software offerings form
crucial components of the
integrated technology solutions
provided by Siemens in India in
the space of automation and Mathur concurs that the Indian industry
digitalisation. The partnership is adopting automation and digitalisation
paves the way for a world-class
integrated skill development infrastructure and benchmarked technical
education curriculum with core focus on Industry 4.0, automation,
mechatronics and Internet of Things (IOT) infrastructure. The four COEs will
address diverse industry segments like automotive, industrial machinery,
industrial automation, renewable energy and aerospace and defence.
Speaking on this, Sunil Mathur, MD & CEO, Siemens India, said, “With Indian
industry increasingly adopting automation and digitalisation, it also requires
a highly-skilled workforce trained in future-ready technologies and
processes. Siemens is committed to supporting the Indian economy to
enable it to gain competitive advantage by improving its efficiency,
productivity, quality and speed.”
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Connecting systems for intelligent production
The world’s premier trade fair for the metalworking sector will once again be opening
its doors in Hannover, on September 18 - 23, 2017. With its motto of connecting systems
for intelligent production, it will be spotlighting the issues of digitisation and
networking for production operations.

The preview provides a foretaste of the world’s premier trade fair for the metalworking sector

EMO Hannover 2017 recently announced that it will be ceremonially
opened by Frank-Walter Steinmeier, President, Germany, in September.
Commenting on the EMO Preview 2017, Carl Martin Welcker, General
Commissioner, EMO Hannover, said, “We are absolutely delighted that our
head of state will be honouring the EMO Hannover with his presence, and
thus unequivocally affirming the high level of perceived importance
accorded to the nation’s industrial sector.”

Focus on digitalisation
At the beginning of June 2017, more than 2,050 firms from 45
countries had signed up. There are more than 1,400 exhibitors from
Europe alone. The number of Asian participants has increased from 21 to
25%. Elaborating on this, Welcker explained, “This means that the current
registration status is significantly above the comparable figure for the
previous event.” There are plenty of indications that the EMO Hannover
2017 is heading for a record participation level.
The opening ceremony is scheduled to last about an hour. Besides
Frank-Walter Steinmeier, Stephan Weil, Prime Minister, Lower Saxony and
Luigi Galdabini, President, CECIMO will also be speaking. After this, the
President will be taking an exhaustive tour of the fair. Speaking on this,
Welcker said, “We shall be demonstrating to the President the performative
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and innovative capabilities of our sector, and the range of solutions we
offer in the environment of digitisation.”

Intelligent production in a network of possibilities
The paramount topics of discussion in the international world of production
technology are digitalisation and networking, as the EMO’s motto
communicates. The EMO’s organisers are confident that the EMO Hannover
2017 will generate important impetus for implementing the much-discussed
concept of Industry 4.0 or the Internet of Things (IoT). “In the machine tool,
we have long since implemented digitalisation,” said Welcker. “Digital
images, for example, for simulations have likewise been possible for quite
a long time now.” Under the keyword of Industry 4.0, the task now is to
network the entire production operation, and indeed the complete addedvalue chain.
As an innovation forum and trendsetter, the EMO Hannover 2017 will in
addition be presenting a broad supporting programme themed around
commercial and technical issues. Keywords here include Industry 4.0, the
production operations of tomorrow, Additive Manufacturing processes,
metal-cutting in the aerospace industry, the safety of machine tools, the
development of the markets in the USA, Mexico, and India, start-ups for
intelligent production, youth recruitment, etc.
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“Agility, mobility & connection are
driving manufacturing”
…Pankaj Gauba, Head—Digital Manufacturing Group (India & Middle East), Autodesk India,
in this interview with Megha Roy, highlights the company’s transition towards the digital world
and recommends his strategies to become a future-ready manufacturer. Excerpts…
Can you highlight the recent developments from Autodesk to
connect the physical and digital world of manufacturing?
Digitisation is no longer an option for the manufacturing
industry today, but a necessity to transform their business.
Increased connectivity in the manufacturing environment and
the creation of a digital ecosystem that will drive productivity,
operational efficiencies and lower costs
have become crucial in driving digital
transformation across three important
areas— digitisation and integration of vertical
and horizontal value chains, digitisation of
product and service offerings and digital
business models and customer access. Within
the digital manufacturing platform, Autodesk
has 2018 Computer Aided Manufacturing
(CAM) product range.
Can you brief us on the modular manufacturing
solutions by Autodesk? How is your company
integrating the design and manufacturing
aspects to gain competitive advantage?
Last year, our company launched a portfolio of additive and
subtractive solutions that lets manufacturers take advantage
of technology disruptions and improve competitiveness
by creating higher quality products in less time with lower
costs. Within the portfolio offerings are cloud-connected
capabilities designed to help users experience the benefits of a
more cohesive manufacturing workflow and invest more time
in product development.
How is your company leveraging the cloud technology to create a
new business model?
The cloud provides accessibility to a virtually infinite amount
of computing power, which is enabling customers to do things
that were previously not possible, extremely cost-prohibitive
or required dedicated hardware and long processing times.
Autodesk, foresees cloud as the future for the design industry
as well as its own business growth. A holistic strategy, aligned
with the industry requirements and key stakeholders, including
the partners and customers is the way forward for the company.
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This move has significantly lowered the barriers (TCO, CapEx
etc) for design tech adoption by customers. Buying a software on
a perpetual basis was a relatively expensive proposition, so we
moved everything to a subscription model, so that customers do
not have to buy upfront but pay only for the time that they use it,
a pay as-you-go model.
Becoming future-ready is rapidly growing in
importance in the manufacturing industry. How
is Autodesk catering to this transformation?
The way things are being designed, made,
and used is radically transforming, and
Autodesk is transforming along with it. Due
to the emergence of advanced manufacturing
technologies, the means of production
are rapidly changing. There is an everevolving, savvier consumer class that prizes
customisation and individual utility over
brand. And these things in turn are producing
the kinds of products that, until now, have
never been seen.
Agility, mobility, connection are the three major trends that
are impacting the manufacturing sector. These trends are driven
by technologies, such as cloud computing, mobile technology,
social connection and collaboration. These trends will dominate
the future and Autodesk is well positioned to offer its customers
every opportunity to leverage the power of these technologies.
In today’s digital era, the nature of products is undergoing a
radical change owing to evolving customer needs. The Industry
is flooded with a dizzying array of technology and industry
disruptions. The future of making things is upon us, and it
compels product developers to innovate or get eclipsed by more
nimble competitors.
Can you highlight the recent trends in CAD/CAM technology?
According to a Technavio study, the CAD market in India is
expected to grow at a CAGR of 9.2% over the period of 20142019. Some key trends in CAD/CAM technology that will
shape the industry include the IoT, Additive & subtractive
manufacturing. ☐
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“Building energy-efficient presses”
…Patrick Wang, President, Lien Chieh Machinery, in this interview with Suchi Adhikari,
discusses how the hydraulic press manufacturing technology has transformed over the years and
touches upon the new upcoming markets that will embrace this change. Excerpts…
What are the main focus areas of your company?
Lien Chieh Machinery specialises in developing hydraulic
presses and related technological innovations. In the early days,
the company manufactured basic hydraulic equipment, for
example, table lifters for plywood, and later turned its direction
to exploring hot forming technology. Today, the specification
of LCM’s hydraulic presses have extended
its emphasis and transformed the traditional
metal forming techniques for higher level
performances, especially in hydroforming
and deep drawing. The involvement of LCM’s
presses in modern industries are widespread
and the company has been supplying to
the sectors including automotive, energy,
electronics, home appliances, construction,
composite
materials,
military,
green
transportation and top industrial labs for
major breakthroughs.
What is your company’s strategy in filling
the gaps between users’ stricter production
standards and the performances of press facility?
Our company has an experience on different phases of changes
across this industry. In short, the identity of hydraulic press
manufacturers keeps transforming – from the early days of high
labour reliance, large energy consumption and relatively higher
environmental cost to a revolutionised industry today.
Currently, we concentrate on building energy-efficient,
automated and eco-friendly presses. We also emphasise on strong
global outlook, which is sufficient to satisfy different customer
structures based on LCM’s mechanical engineering adaptability.
Our company’s international service centres are set up across
continents. Further, from 2017 onwards, we aim to have the sales
and services in the Asian region, including Russia, India, Japan
and Southeast Asia, which will be LCM’s latest prospect markets
for introducing servo mechanical tandem lines.
We estimate that the next market for drastic automotive
growth outside China is situated in South-East Asia – over
70% of their customers are automotive manufacturers, while
electronics and plywood industries share the remaining 20-30%
customers. Our resourceful service centres help in responding to
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customers instantly, regardless of distance or time differences.
Your company has recently celebrated its 70th anniversary. Can you
highlight its latest developments?
The highlight for LCM this year is its latest release—servo
mechanical tandem line (2400-1000 tonne). We are the first
to develop this line on the island, and the
production line is designed in accordance to
meet the most advanced technology facilitated
for the press industry. The production line
enables producers to enjoy high-speed
generated from mechanical presses and energyefficiency from servo-hydraulic presses.
In addition, the reason for equipping the
production line with servo systems is that it
helps producers in simulating productions
under different circumstances, which
fundamentally benefits the users who need
diversifying modular systems for crossindustrial productions. Under operational
tests, the servo mechanical tandem line can
increase the SPM from 18-20 to 30-40 times, thanks to its highly
automated system. It, therefore, raises productivity radically.
In achieving greater efficiency, versatility and precision, LCM’s
production line broadens the potentiality of users to win more
contracts as it fulfills wide industrial requests and matches
different specifications.
Movig ahead, what is your company’s future plans?
The aspiration for LCM in the next phase is in leveling up newgeneration hydraulic presses. Our goal from 2017 to 2020 is to
materialise more concepts that would contribute to stronger
performance servo mechanical presses. The existing servo
mechanical tandem line has made huge process improvements
in hot stamping press technology as well as in the power
units. Issues, such as reducing the cycle time spent on making
components and eradicating extra energy loss have already
been tackled. In the future, the servo operating system will be
responsible for accurate communication between machines and
operators, transforming sheet metal forming industry into an
intelligent and accessible industry. ☐
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“Enhancing intelligent manufacturing
in machines”
…Huang You-Zhong, General Manager, Prompt Integrated Technology, in this interview with
Suchi Adhikari, discusses the company’s latest technological developments and the key
to success under the current tides of global forces. Excerpts…
Can you brief us on the product range of your company?
The column moving EDM and graphite high speed CNC milling
machine are two products that the company focuses on. These two
products stand out from other machinery manufacturers because
it fills the niche among other existing products in the market.
Prompt’s column moving EDM can compensate machining tasks
that a double column machining centre is
limited in – such as, smaller and more precise,
delicate requirements in the aviation and
electronics manufacturing industries.
On the other hand, introducing the graphite
high speed CNC milling machine is quite
significant, given the properties that would
cut abundant waste and cost in machining.
Using graphite in machining is relatively new
in Taiwan and requires long process in R&D,
experimentation, and collaboration with
research institutes. Yet we believe that the
efforts would show our company’s capacity
in innovation, and ultimately, provide a fresh
solution in machining for our customers.

Also, on the technology front, the next step for Prompt Machinery
would be to develop controllers and software systems so as to
enhance intelligent manufacturing in machines and help meet
the global demands of our customers.

How does your company strategise in order to face the varying
market conditions in the current global scenario?
Not only does Prompt Machinery has a unique plan in their
product choice, but the company also runs a different market
strategy regarding international trade. We see crisis situations
as opportunities, and with this belief, we were able to grow our
revenue in 2016, whilst the year had appeared to be a gloomy
year for many machine manufacturers. The fundamental
precondition for us to secure the growth in uncertain times is to
keep investing in R&D and find a niche in the harsh competition
between superpowers, namely, China and the US. Our company
was able to identify its position and execute a plan that suited its
development as an SME.

What are the strategies that your company has in place in order
to form a strong global presence in the market? What are your
company’s future plans?
In 2017, our company is planning to formulate its promotion
globally by attending 10 international metal working trade shows
consecutively and investing heavily in on-site advertisements.
Our objective is to attract the visitors’ attention and offer
alternative solutions that are distinguished from traditional
solutions provided by senior machine manufacturers. Our
company has obtained outstanding reviews despite being a
relatively young company and we will ensure that it continues
to do so by providing overseas customer service, which will help
fulfill service requirements instantly and locally. ☐
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Can you brief us on the products that the company will be exhibiting
at the upcoming EMO 2017?
The major machineries of our company
include EDMs, machining centres, lathes,
surface grinding machines and graphite or
composite high-speed CNC milling machines.
The exhibited machine at EMO 2017 will
be MT-210 X 750. This is to cater to the
demands of our customers who are looking
for a complete product line of machines, as
the core value of our company is to integrate
the needs in machining. Thus, we provide
machineries of different categories. Besides
the sufficient equipment that we produce,
our company also has its unique choice in
innovation strategy.
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TECHNOLOGY

LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION

I ma ge s c o u rt e s y : Hofmann & Vratny

Enhanced dynamics with CFRP

Building innovative machine component made of carbon fibre-reinforced plastic
(CFRP) in a machine tool offers optimum ratio between weight and mechanical
strength. The feature discusses the innovative ideas from MAP Werkzeugmaschinen
GmbH and Fraunhofer IPT for lightweight construction using CFRP in machine tools
which will be showcased at the EMO Hannover 2017.
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Replacing steel using CFRPs reduces
the mass of the Z-axis by 60%

Ultra-high-strength materials are highly popular not only
in aircraft and automobile manufacturing, but also in the
mechanical engineering sector, because they are often
comparatively light and at the same time, very sturdy. Machine
tools, however, come up against their physical limits frequently
when processing these materials. This can be remedied by
using structural parts for machinery that are made of
lightweight fibre-reinforced materials. This entails mastering
some serious obstacles, as evidenced by an as-yet-uncompleted
research project at the Fraunhofer Institute for Production
Technology (IPT) in Aachen, which will also be on show at the
EMO Hannover.

CFRP replaces steel for enhanced dynamics
The researchers in Aachen usually adopt a holistic approach
to optimising designs. In other words, they consider the
machine’s design as a coherent whole, thus including the
development of important drive elements in the machine tool.
They have currently joined forces with a machine tool
manufacturer from Magdeburg to examine how an innovative
machine component for vertical movements (Z-axis) made of
carbon-fibre-reinforced plastic (CFRP) behaves in a machine
tool and how the Z-slide can be optimised.
“We began development work on the CFRP slide in 2013,”
said Christoph Tischmann, Branch Manager, MAP
Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH from Magdeburg. He further
elaborated, “We already possess plenty of experience with
linear and rotary axes, for machining aluminium, for instance.
But for high-strength materials like the titanium alloy, Inconel,
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they do not possess the requisite drive power.” Hence, MAP
decided to develop a machine tool with very powerful drives:
for example, 55 and 72-kilowatt spindles (torque 210 and 273
Newtonmetres, respectively in S1 or S6 mode) are now used,
which are significantly heavier and larger. “Since we did not
want to compromise on the dynamics, we were looking for a
way to compensate for the greater weight,” explains
Tischmann. “That’s why we opted for the CFRP variant,” he
affirmed. By way of comparison, it was deduced that the
machine tool used to operate in the Z-axis with spindles rated
at 28 to 36 kilowatts.
What is involved here is roughly doubling the drive power.
At the same time, using CFRP reduces the mass by around 60
per cent compared to an axle made of steel. “However, we’re
not aiming for any particular weight, we’re targeting an
optimum ratio between weight and mechanical strength,”
explains Filippos Tzanetos from the scientific staff of the
Fraunhofer IPT.
The question arises as to how the change-over from a steel
guide slide to a CFRP design with a drive weighing around twice
as much will affect the design as a whole. The Fraunhofer IPT
has, for this purpose, analysed the thermal and dynamic
reactions of the entire machine on the Z-guide slides. “The
machine was subjected to an exhaustive scrutiny and we used
these measurements to develop several solution approaches, in
order to improve the design,” reports Tischmann.

Design modified to suit new material
Since materials cannot be simply replaced on a one-for-one
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The Fraunhofer IPT examines how a machine
component for vertical movements (Z-axis) made
of carbon fibre composites behaves in a machine
tool and how the Z-slide can be optimised

basis, the design needs to be modified to suit the new material
concerned. Finite-element simulation has proved its practical
worth in this context. “On the computer, we take a detailed look
at the specific points in the design that are the most yielding, in
order to determine the causes involved,” explains Tzanetos.
“We then attempt to replace some of the existing components
by their equivalents in aluminium or CFRP, or to improve the
dynamic behaviour at certain critical points by means of
reinforcements or ribs,” he shares.
Working with CFRP is a challenge for design engineers,
since the material behaves anisotropically. ‘Anisotropy’ is a
term describing the direction-dependence of a property or an
operation. This means that in the case of fibre-reinforced
materials, the mechanical strength or rigidity will depend on the
direction of the fibres. A CFRP component, however, behaves
differently in a simulation to its behaviour in reality. Tzanetos
lays out the details for specialists and says, “The meaningfulness
of the simulation is estimated using the uncertainty propagation
defined in DIN ISO 21748:2014-05. The uncertainty of the
model’s parameters exerts a certain influence on the uncertainty
of the model’s output variables. This is calculated using the
Monte Carlo simulation method.”
In projects of this kind, the Fraunhofer Institute is often
assisted by other institutes or spin-offs, but in this case, the
scientists found the support they needed in-house. “In our
institute, we have a department for fibre-reinforced-composite
and laser-system technologies,” reports Tzanetos and adds, “This
department has, over the course of many years, accumulated a lot
of competences in the field of dimensioning machine tool
components made of fibre-reinforced plastics (FRPs) and
provides us with proactive support in the shape of simulation
expertise for fibre-reinforced component dimensioning.”
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Success assured by synergised competences
Support of this kind is indispensable for solving questions
encountered when it comes to using FRP components in
plant and machinery construction, since these materials, by
virtue of their anisotropic properties, are not often used
here. “Up till now, there has been a notable reluctance in
using FRPs because in contrast to conventional materials,
there is no recourse available to existing design and
dimensioning standards and therefore, it’s not that easy to
predict an FRP component’s dynamic behaviour in
conjunction with the rest of the machine’s structure,”
explains the Aachen-based scientist. “Mistakes are made, for
example, when a component is dimensioned in terms of its
mechanical strength in just one axis direction, while
ignoring the mechanical strength in the other axis directions.
But if we use simulation tools to fine-tune the interrelationship between the FRP component and the machine
tool’s own dynamics, nothing can go wrong. So, to solve the
problem, the requisite competences are brought together in
our company within this project,” he averred.

Lasering, not bonding
Another critical consideration is joining CFRPs to metals. So
far, an adhesive bonding process has been used, which according
to Tzanetos, has four disadvantages:
1. The CFRP surface has to be machined mechanically. This
leads to unsteadiness and a weakening of the CFRP’s
properties.
2. It guarantees only a low level of mechanical strength
(per joint: 10 to 40 megapascal)
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3. It is closely dependent on the ambient conditions
(e.g. temperature, soiling, chips, cooling lubricant)
4. Bonded joints possess a low resistance to wear
All these disadvantages are eliminated by a lasering
process. But it’s not only the joining technology that MAP’s
Branch Manager sees as problematic. “In order to assure
precise positioning and reproducibility accuracies in the
machine even in the case of high dynamic response, we scrape
off the layers on the linear guides by hand,” says Tischmann.
“It’s now an enormous challenge for us to accomplish this with
CFRPs as well,” he further elaborates.
Despite all these difficulties, the change-over to CFRP has
been worth it, opines the expert with a view to the
EMO Hannover. The machine tool manufacturer is thinking
about a shared information stand with the Fraunhofer IPT in
order to showcase the advances and procedures involved with
this ‘new material’. “Basically, at the end of this project, we

aim to be putting a dynamic, high-precision, and above all,
powerful machine on the market,” explains Tischmann and
adds, “We would like to see it becoming widely accepted in the
aerospace sector, particularly.”

Inspiring the academic community
The IPT scientist, too, sees collaborative projects like that
with MAP Werkzeugmaschinen GmbH as a good option for
exploring new paths in a process of mutual feedback with the
industrial sector. The project currently ongoing has encouraged
the researchers in Aachen to press ahead with industrial partners
in the field of CFRPs. Tzanetos and his colleagues from the
academic community will be getting further inputs on
comparable material-related questions and on lightweight
construction in September at the EMO Hannover. ☐
Courtesy: VDW

Advt
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“Aligning to
disruptive technology”
According to Dr Jairam Varadaraj, Managing
Director, ELGi Equipments Limited, the Asian
markets are the key growth drivers for the air
compressor industry today. In an interview with
Megha Roy, he highlights the current trends
in the industry and briefs on the company’s
strategies resulting in an optimum power
consumption. Excerpts…
How do you view the trends in the air compressor market
in India and globally, in terms of the industry performance,
demand, growth prospects, technology developments, etc?
From a customer perspective, India is a maturing compressed
air market when compared to markets, such as the USA and
Europe. Specifically, there is more emphasis in western markets
on areas such as energy efficiency, air quality, and service.
Indian customers are starting to demand such attributes and,
thus, it presents an opportunity for us to work towards this.
Technology follows these customer trends. For example,
compressors with Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs) that
adjust motor speed according to air demand thus saving
energy, are becoming commonplace in the USA and Europe,
while they are still to gain widespread traction in India.
Oil-free screw compressors, by virtue of their lower service
requirements and air cleanliness, are replacing oil-lubricated
screw compressors across many industries. Both these
technology trends will become prevalent in India.
From a growth perspective, India, China and other
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Asian markets will be the key growth drivers owing to both
capacity expansion and the emergence of new industries.
Western markets are more stable and, thus, conducive for
customers to replace their older machines with newer and
more efficient machines.
As recently announced, how do you strategise your plans
to bag the Number 2 position in the global air compressor
market by 2027?
We have spent the last fifteen years developing our technology
and competence to compete with the best. Now, our challenge
is to increase the distribution of our products in our key
markets. With a strong position in India, our focus will be on
markets such as the USA and Europe. We believe that achieving
our goal will require a combination of organic and inorganic
initiatives. We will grow organically by understanding
customer behaviour in each market and tailoring our solutions
accordingly. We will also consider acquisitions that will
fast-track our presence in the markets.
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“As manufacturers, we believe it is our
responsibility to right size customers for
their compressor requirements”
Dr Jairam Varadaraj

Given that energy cost is the highest component in the lifecycle
cost of a compressor, can you detail on your company’s strategy
to reduce the consumption of energy in this industry?
Improved energy efficiency derives from better technology
and better understanding of customer applications.
With regards to technology, ELGi’s screw compressors
run large airends at slow speed to produce compressed
air. An airend is the heart of a screw compressor and
it comprises of two screws that rotate in opposing
directions. Their rotation draws a volume of compressed
air and compresses it to a required pressure. The size of
the screws determine the volume of air. ELGi’s Airend
design employs large rotors rotating at low speed, which
offers high volumetric efficiency, thereby, resulting in
the lowest energy consumption. While we already offer
motors of efficiencies ranging from IE1 to IE4, for the
next stage of efficiency, we are working on motors that
are custom matched to our Airend size, which allows for
optimum power consumption. Finally, our machines are
designed with variable frequency drives (VFDs) that help
save power during fluctuating air demand.
We believe that energy efficiency starts with understanding
the customer. Often, we find that manufacturers sell largerthan-required compressors to customers. As a result, customers
suffer high energy costs. As manufacturers, we believe it is
our responsibility to right size customers for their compressor
requirements. Thus, we have invested in training of our sales
team to study customer applications and recommend the right
size of compressors.
What are the current capacity utilisation levels at the ELGi
plants? How much do exports contribute to the overall business
of your company?
While we cannot comment on our capacity, we are well set up
to achieve our growth targets. More than 50% of our revenues
accrue from our global markets, with 30% stemming from
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the USA and Europe, which represent the most demanding
markets in terms of quality and efficiency.
Manufacturing enterprises have increasing focus on optimising
performance, productivity and asset management as well as
an effective technology management. What is your approach
towards this?
Specific to technology management, we believe that our future
success will rely on disruptive technology. Thus, we have an
extensive technology roadmap that is focused on building the
compressed air system of the future.
What are the manufacturing practices and advanced
technologies adopted in your company that are helping the
company to achieve competitive excellence?
We would like to focus on two examples. With regard to
manufacturing, we employ a supplier integrated production
system that allows us to maintain low inventory levels, thereby,
enabling us to provide the highest quality at the lowest cost. As
a second example, we have vertically integrated our operations
for greater quality control. We have a foundry that supplies
nearly 400 different varieties of casting for our products. We
have also custom-built machining centres to manufacture our
airends. Our machining centres allow for higher productivity
and better quality.
How do you think are the advanced technology adoption levels
in the Indian manufacturing industry, such as Industry 4.0,
IIoT, etc? What kind of challenges do you see in this area?
We have already equipped our machines with data transmission
capabilities that will allow ELGi to monitor key machine
parameters, such as energy consumption, temperature and air
usage. The data will allow us to improve quality and predict
any failures. The challenge with this system is determining the
level of information that is to be shared with the customers so
that it is meaningful and not excessive. ☐
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Synergising human minds with technology
Set up as a base factory at Gandhinagar, Gujarat, in 1992,
Sahajanand Laser Technology Limited has grown manifold
today and evolved into an ecosystem of laser applications in
and across the global industry. Team EM recently visited its
factories at Gandhinagar to experience the latest advancements
towards innovating quality products and witness the
manufacturing practices within the shopfloors. A read on…
Driven by a vision to build hi-tech solutions, under the
leadership of Dr Arvind Patel, Chairman, Sahajanand Laser
Technology Limited, the company has been offering solutions
with a wide range of laser systems for diversified industrial
applications since years. Headquartered at Gandhinagar, Gujarat,
with six manufacturing facilities and four offices located overseas,
the company considers itself as a total solution provider in
delivering solutions through laser systems for industry
applications, such as laser cutting, marking & welding, micromachining, solar cell scribing/cutting, diamond processing, etc.
Spread across 42,500 sq m, the company has an overall
strength of more than 600 employees. The group is diversified
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into industrial lasers, gems & jewellery, medical industry,
renewable energy and R&F microwave industries. The product
range includes laser special-purpose machines, laser hardening &
laser cladding machines, electronics, electrical, mechanical,
software, optics and opto-electronic components as well as micromachining products. In addition, the company has a government
approved in-house R&D facility.

Executing manufacturing processes
With 25 patents and over 8,000 installations, the laser giant
has a worldwide footprint in Europe, Middle East, USA, Russia,
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China, Latin America, Zimbabwe, etc. Its manufacturing
facilities at Gandhinagar include the medical facility, E2
manufacturing facility and SEZ. According to Maulik Patel,
Executive Director, Sahajanand Laser Technology, the USP of
the company’s manufacturing units is in the incorporation of
lean management principles across shopfloors. The company
follows manufacturing processes under its internal brand
umbrella ‘Sahajanand Sahaj Disha’. “Under this, we perform 5S,
Six Sigma, Total Quality Management, Continuous Improvement,
Lean management, etc,” he averred.
Today, manufacturers worldwide stress over the issue of
quality control as it pertains to their industry – considering
numerous avenues for improving their company’s own practices.
Sahajanand Laser Technology also envisions the same.
Explaining the making of laser machine procedure was Ram
Ginoya, General Manager, Sahajanand Laser Technology, who
stated, “It begins with testing the raw materials, which are being
utilised to make machines later. Once all the required
components are collected at the manufacturing facility, the
machine fabrication process starts. After the body part is
attached, final QA testing is undertaken for each laser machine
by quality assurance/quality control team,” he said.

Besides checking the quality and productivity levels, it is also
important to reduce the time-to-market of the products. Working
towards this, the company is already operational on enabling
quick delivery. “This can be achieved in the design stage, where
we are working on making the products modular and configurable,”
remarked Patel. Speaking on the complete manufacturing
processes from raw materials to dispatch, Ginoya opined, “We
follow international standards and qualitative manufacturing
procedures ISO 9001-2008, QMS; 5S, continuous improvement,
etc, to make the best innovative systems constantly.”

Adopting technology advancements
The company manufactures machines with a clientele like
Bosch, Timken, Cera, Samsonite Group and a number of
government bodies and research institutes like IITs, HAL, DRDO,
BHEL, etc. To achieve consistency and accuracy of the products
manufactured, the organisation has also implemented end-to-end
supply chain solutions for the diamond industry (from raw
diamond to finished diamond).
In the current scenario, with the advances in automation and
technology upgradations across the manufacturing industry, it
Advt
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“Reducing time-to-market for
products can be achieved in the
design stage, wherein we are
working on making the products
modular and configurable”

Maulik Patel, Executive Director,
Sahajanand Laser Technology Limited

has become imperative for industries to deploy the latest
technologies across the facilities. When asked, Patel stated that the
company uses ERP systems in the production department. “As far
as project management is concerned, we use our own internal
systems that enable a timely completion of a project. This software
monitors the flow of data and also tracks the status of the supply
chain material,” he added.

Achieving manufacturing excellence

“We follow international
standards and qualitative
manufacturing procedures ISO
9001-2008, QMS; 5S; Continuous
Improvement, etc to make the best
innovative systems constantly”
Ram Ginoya, General Manager,
Sahajanand Laser Technology Limited

Sharing further on connectivity across the organisation, he
stressed that even if it is a Kaizen, it carries along with it the
responsibility of ensuring continuous improvement and
innovation by the employees from shopfloor to top floor.
“Implementing Industry 4.0 is again a green initiative and implies
digital practices in the organisation. Besides, internal processes &
departments are connected through CRMs and ERPs. We also
have HRMS modules and service modules,” added Patel.
Lastly, since the new manufacturing revolution will be defined
by speed, quality, flexibility and customisation, customers today
are not only looking for laser cutting or laser marking applications,
remarked Patel. “They also want pick-and-place mechanism,
quality controls during operation, vision system being embedded
in the machine, etc,” he opined. Keeping this in mind, the
company has been providing high-end machines as per customer
requirements as well as solutions for conserving time and energy.
Given that digitalisation is a key to enable future-ready
operations, Patel opined that companies should be more
competitive and bring in modularity in terms of new product
development in such a manner that it fits into every customer’s
necessities and shopfloors.

Productivity improvement is one of the core strategies
towards achieving manufacturing excellence. It enhances
customer satisfaction and reduces time and cost to develop,
produce and deliver products and service. Adding further to this,
Ginoya stated, “We have also mastered the 5S technique and
implemented Kaizen for the entire company and pushed our
limit every single day to go ahead than the previous day.”
Referring to patenting within the organisation, Patel mentioned
that one of the processes patented by the company is fibre laser
cutting under Dr Arvind Patel’s name.
Addressing skill gap is a major vertical in making the
manufacturing industry efficient and productive. As such,
learning & development in the manufacturing industry has
become a crucial aspect. Emplacing that methodologies should be
a part of every organisation’s approach for managing operations,
Patel opined that under Sahaj Disha, regular skill development
and training programmes are conducted within the manufacturing
facilities. “We are running a joint association of training ITIs with
IKVK (Industrial Karya Worker Theme), under the Gujarat The way forward…
Government. This is a public-private partnership programme and
Speaking on the expansion of the manufacturing facilities,
provides training and upgradation for skill improvement as well
Patel shared that the E2 facility was added in 2011 and the SEZ
as productivity enhancements,” he noted.
facility has been specifically dedicated for the export-oriented
manufacturing. “For new product manufacturing, there are many
Becoming future-ready
modifications within the existing product range. For the expansion
Throwing light on taking the digital path, Patel highlighted range, we have laser cutting machines and here our range goes
that the organisation has been conducting programmes and upto 3 kW expanding to 4 kW and 6 kW. There are also high
campaigns on digitalisation & digitisation across the shopfloors. demands of large-size machines,” he concluded. ☐
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Digitalisation in machine/
equipment building
Today, customers are demanding new, individual, high-quality and
inexpensive products within shorter periods of time. These challenges
ask for a major transformation in the manufacturing sector wherein
machines/equipment have to be modular and equipped with
embedded systems in making them smarter. In this context, EM and
Siemens PLM Software, along with IPI and ITAMMA, recently
organised a panel discussion on ‘Leveraging Digitalisation for
Building Smarter, More Functional & Easy-to-Maintain Machines &
Equipment’, at Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu. A post-event report…
‘What is the need for digitalisation in machine/equipment
building?’ is one of the common questions every manufacturer
has in his mind today—not only in India, but globally as well.
Today, manufacturers are aware that digitalisation offers many
benefits, but are not confident whether each and every aspect of
digitalisation helps them to achieve the desired results, when
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implemented in real-time. Evidently, this is quite a widespread
topic around the world.
Coming to the Indian context, manufacturers are a bit
sceptical about the right time to adopt digitalisation in their
respective organisations. Yes, there are challenges like investing
in new technologies and transforming the whole ecosystem &
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“Technology is an enabler to
leverage the competency. We
should imagine our business in
the context of technology.”
value chain, which takes a lot of efforts. However, according to
experts, adopting digitalisation needs a holistic approach and
manufacturers have to imagine how they should use the data that
churns out from every part of the organisation effectively. Here,
manufacturers need to understand how digitalisation is different
from digitisation. Through digitalisation, a company’s digitised
resources (such as online channels, machines equipped with
digital sensors, cloud-based software) are transformed into new
sources of revenue.

Building smarter machines
To help companies transform digitalisation into a driver of
profitable growth in the machine/equipment building sector,
Siemens PLM Software and EM have been organising a series of
panel discussions across India. This time, they joined hands with
IPI (Indian Plastics Institute) and ITAMMA (Indian Textile
Accessories & Machinery Manufacturers Association) to host
one at Coimbatore, the city of entrepreneurs.
The conference was kick-started by JM Balaji, Mentor,
Events—Sub-committee, ITAMMA, who briefed on the latest
developments within ITAMMA. Next, S Srinivasan, Head—
Manufacturing, Roots Polycraft and Treasurer & Co-ordinator,
IPI, highlighted the Coimbatore chapter of the association. The
chief guest of the conference was Dr Jairam Varadaraj, Managing
Director, ELGi Equipments Ltd, who set the tone for the panel
discussion. He emphasised that technology is an enabler to
leverage the competency. “We lack imagination and we should
imagine our business in the context of technology,” he
addressed. Further sharing his company’s initiatives, he averred,
“We are going through a painful transformation of changing the
whole ecosystem in our company that will leverage the power of
this technology and compel individual behavioural change
within the organisation.”
Focusing on the topic of discussion, ‘Leveraging
Digitalisation for Building Smarter Machines & Equipment’,
Vineet Warikoo, Marketing Manager, Siemens PLM Software,
stressed the need for manufacturing high-end machines in
India. He cited an industry data on the export and import
figures of machines in the textile, plastics and machine tool
sectors and noted that for high-end technologies, the Indian
industry is mostly dependent on imported machines. To take
the next step forward in building such machines locally, he
handed over the discussion to the panellists from Coimbatore:
Sushanta Pattnaik, CEO, Lakshmi Ring Travellers; Balachandar
Jagannathan, VP – Technical, Penguine Engineers & Director,
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Dr Jairam Varadaraj,
Managing Director,
ELGi Equipments Ltd

“Bringing a change in the entire
manufacturing ecosystem as
per Industry 4.0 requirements
is one of the challenges”
Balachandar Jagannathan,
VP-Technical,
Penguine Engineers &
Director, Lorandi Silos India

“There is a need to handle the
amount of data being
generated from the shopfloor.
Thus, technology plays a major
role here.”
Sushanta Pattnaik,
CEO, Lakshmi Ring Travellers

Lorandi Silos India; Srinivas Rao, CEO, Indian Manufacturing
Academy; K Sundararaj, General Manager, Kasthuri Machine
Builders, along with Nilotpal Kumar, Industry Consultant,
Siemens PLM Software. The discussion was moderated by
Shekhar Jitkar, Chief Editor, EM.

Challenges in adopting new technologies
Giving an overview of the discussion, Jitkar opined that
growth in the industry sectors and domestic consumption are
increasing day-by-day, though the local production output is
not sufficient enough to support them. Speaking on the
technological disparities, Jitkar asked the panellists on the
challenges faced by Indian manufacturers in order to compete
globally. Answering this, Kumar specified that mostly Indian
manufacturing is all about building equipment. “We never
invested in developing the design and doing the R&D ourselves.
This led to a gap and today we are seeing a great difference in
the quality. This gap is also due to multiple reasons, such as lack
of finance, skilled manpower and government aid in terms of
policies favouring manufacturers,” he added.
Sharing his thoughts on the challenges, Pattnaik mentioned
that running the business and surviving is a different aspect
altogether. “We have to focus on the future. Today, the
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“Instead of a complete
transformation, manufacturers
can consider a small
incremental digitalisation”
manufacturing plant is modifying itself as per the market
demands. As such, there is a need to handle the amount of data
being generated from the shopfloor. Thus, technology plays a
major role here,” he stated. On similar lines, Jagannathan
observed, “Bringing a change in the entire manufacturing
ecosystem as per Industry 4.0 requirements is one of the
prominent challenges. Currently, the awareness level for this
transformation is quite naïve in the Indian market.”
Moving ahead, Rao pointed out four key elements to leverage
technology as knowledge, intent, imagination and
implementation. “Knowledge and intent do exist. However, the
difficulty arises with the imagination and implementation,” he
remarked. He also believes that Coimbatore entrepreneurs can
adopt technology quite well. Similarly, Sundararaj was optimistic
about the technological capabilities of Coimbatore entrepreneurs.
However, representing the SME segment that manufactures SPM,
he pointed out that in the areas of CNC controllers, there is a lack
of support from electronic system suppliers. “Training our
employees to suit to the particular needs of the machine is a major
challenge. We need support in terms of training, making
technology affordable, after sales service, etc,” he added.

Managing customisation needs
There has been increasing pressure from customers to
manufacture the product as per their requirements to add more
features, functionalities and also have excellent service support.
When Jitkar asked about the approach to handle customisation,
Pattnaik emphasised on constraint management to address the
limitations faced while meeting customer requirements. “If the
pressure arises due to a market change, then it needs to be
addressed,” he said. Adding his thoughts, Jagannathan described
that customisation can be of two ways. Citing an example in a
production environment, he explained, “Sometimes the
customer demands a varying requirement at the production of
the 50th product. In this case, instead of opting for native
moulding, we can work with 3D modelling. With this, there is a
possibility to meet the requirements, keeping in mind the latest
technologies available. The second situation can be in terms of
servicing the machine because the customer expects quick
maintenance. As such, with the help of digital technologies like
Augmented Reality, one can service a machine via mobile
application from a remote location.”
Pointing out the current industry scenario, Rao emphasised
that some companies in Coimbatore view customisation as a
challenge and some see it as an opportunity. “Lot of efficiencies
can be improved if companies learn how to handle customisation
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“Lot of efficiencies can be
improved if companies learn
how to handle customisation
in the design and
manufacturing stage”
Srinivas Rao,
CEO,
Indian Manufacturing Academy

“A proper coordination between
mechanical and electronic
components suppliers is much
needed to ease the machine
service”
K Sundararaj,
General Manager,
Kasthuri Machine Builders

in the design and manufacturing stage. The knowledge of
managing customisation differs from company to company. If
any manufacturer has to be efficient, there has to be a regime in
their manufacturing,” he perceived. Further, he recommended
that companies can manage customisation by not applying
standardisation at the product level, but at the sub-system or
part level.
Sundararaj opined that the demand for customisation in
terms of servicing is growing within the SME sector. “This
demands that in future, a proper coordination between
mechanical and electronic components suppliers is much needed
to ease the service. This can also enable SMEs to come up with
advanced technologies in CNC machines and robotics,” he added.
Talking from the technology perspective, Kumar opined that his
company offers certain solutions to manage customisation. He
suggested that developing internally and coming up with a
modular approach will address this issue. “The manufacturing
processes are common. You can have different machine variants
in a modular way and maintain this complexity through certain
design tools,” he said.

Improving efficiency in product development
Connecting product development with the manufacturing
process effectively is a major requisite to meet business needs.
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Stressing on this, Pattnaik said that there is no fixed approach for
a new product development (NPD); it depends on the culture of
the organisation. “Design engineers have to take the responsibility
in finishing the NPD projects within the timeline and also ensure
the specified tolerance mentioned by the customers. At times,
customers’ expectations are dynamic: they may put forward new
requirements at the middle of the project. So, designers should be
flexible enough to adapt those requirements. Finally, by using
design application tools, predictability can be increased.
Therefore, going digital will certainly help with the NPD process,”
he added.
Rao said that currently the NPD with the Indian companies
has not yet matured. There are few companies that emphasise on
NPD by developing the design originally and their products are
much better than overseas companies. “However, majority of the
manufacturers are not aware of the power of developing the
design originally. In this space, Siemens and other companies can
do quite a lot and I think government support is also required
here. The engineers have to be exposed to the good practices of
design,” he noted.
Kumar added that Siemens in collaboration with government
is trying to address the needs of the small scale industries. “We
have collaborated with educational institutions in Gujarat to setup a centre of excellence. We have also established a technology
and application centre (TAC) in Peenya, Bengaluru to address
the challenges faced by SMEs in making new technologies
affordable to them. It may take some time, but we will try to
address such challenges across India,” he averred.

Right time to go digital
According to Jitkar, many manufacturers believe that
whatever they are doing presently is enough to bring them
business. When asked about the need to adopt and invest into
new technologies to move towards digitalisation, Kumar
answered that instead of a complete transformation,
manufacturers can consider a small incremental digitalisation.
“Your company is doing multiple processes. So, you can choose
an area, which will give maximum return on investment if you are
going to digitalise it,” he explained.
Pattnaik emphasised that Indian companies have already
delayed in adopting digitalisation. “We have to follow a holistic
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approach in adopting digitalisation. With the help of guided
experts, we can take forward the digital journey,” he averred.
According to Jagannathan, digitalisation as a trend will continue
growing in the next 5 to 10 years. “If your customer demands,
then you should move towards digital. If not, you need to seek the
opportunity to get a new customer,” he said.
Taking digitalisation ahead, Rao opined that it is not a single
process, rather, it is a journey. “There are two things that drive
this need: customer pressure and profit pressure,” he added. As
per Sundararaj, moving towards digitalisation should be a
long-term vision.

Industry 4.0 as a vision
After the panel discussion, there was a presentation from
Kumar who shared a framework on how to manage complexity
and how to digitalise the entire manufacturing processes for
machine builders using technology offerings from Siemens. He
explained that Industry 4.0 should be viewed as a vision and IoT
(Internet of Things) as an enabling technology to progress
towards this journey. “There are multiple technologies which
make up Industry 4.0,” he noted. He also clarified the difference
between digitisation & digitalisation and cited an example of
ATM as a digitised process and Paytm as a digitalised process.
Further speaking on the challenges in machine building, he
mentioned that earlier machines were built upon mechanical
components. “Now, we have electrical and electronic
components inbuilt inside the machine, which raises complexity
in building and servicing them. Also, energy-efficient machines
have become a demand globally. As such, when you design the
machine, processes have to be efficient and the engineering
specific challenges should be addressed. For this, we offer a
platform to help you to design the process in a completely
digitalised way,” he concluded.

Key takeaways…
Jitkar urged the panellists and the audience to take the
discussions forward and turn them into reality. He also opined
that since the global manufacturing companies look at India as a
manufacturing destination, we need to tap this opportunity and
get the benefits out of it. ☐
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Embracing cost-effective
approach for plant design
Planning a new manufacturing facility can be a critical process and paying heed to the plant
design stage can be especially beneficial for manufacturers in the short and long-term. The
application story highlights how TBW achieved substantial savings in project costs by
involving ElectroMech during their plant design stage.
The Thermax factory in Chinchwad, Pune has several cranes
from ElectroMech and is used for various applications, such as
loading, unloading, handling, and assembly work. The company
has a joint venture with Babcock & Wilcox (USA), a global
leader in the power generation industry, to manufacture
supercritical boilers for the power sector. This plant, spread
over 4,00,000 sq m of land at Shirwal near Pune, is now
operational. The manufacturing facilities are split into 3 units
– a 25,000 sq m section shop, a 16,000 sq m panel shop and a
18,000 sq m header shop.

requirements and plant layout. The structural engineer then
optimised the factory building based on the wheel loads and
crane dimensions.
Keeping this aspect in mind, Thermax Babcock & Wilcox
(TBW) involved ElectroMech right from the conceptualisation
and the planning stage of the project. Besides, TBW was also
expecting a technically-proven material handling system that
matched their applications and was cost-efficient.

Handling challenges

The ElectroMech team worked closely with the TBW project
team to understand the proposed plant layout, expected material
flow, planned production volume and thoroughly evaluated
handling requirements existing at each of the workstations.
Finally, an optimum solution was decided, which comprised of 45
cranes of different types. ElectroMech, by following a consultative
approach, designed a solution that was economical, had advanced

While designing and constructing a new factory,
consideration of overhead cranes in the plant is crucial for
determining the overall specifications of the building.
Involving ElectroMech at the factory planning stage allowed
for optimisation of the crane design so as to suit the exact
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Proposed solutions
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Though material handling forms a critical
part of any workshop, Lean manufacturing
philosophy dictates its reduction

features and matched the application requirements perfectly.
These cranes with capacities ranging from 10MT to 50MT
integrate the entire handling operations on three shop-floors and
also cover handling right from raw material storage to the final
dispatch area, including several fabrication and assembly stations.

Saving on project costs
The highest capacity crane was 50MT, which would
logically require the entire factory building to be designed for
the loads exerted by this crane. However, during detailed
analysis of the client’s workflow, it was apparent that the
50MT job would never traverse the entire length of the shopfloor. This allowed the structure to be optimised, so that only
the necessary portion had to be built to take the load from the
50MT crane. Safety limit switches ensured that the 50MT
crane does not travel with its full load to other parts of the
shop. This solution gave TBW substantial savings in their
structural cost for this shop.

Reduced maintenance & power consumption
For the outdoor duty gantry cranes, TBW opted for a power
supply system that was more reliable and had zero maintenance
compared to what was used traditionally. Energy consumption
was also reduced as the cranes had efficient motors, which
ensured optimum energy utilisation. If one were to combine the
total power consumption of all the cranes used throughout the
TBW factory, it would be observed that there is an energy
reduction of at least 15 to 20% over conventional cranes.
ElectroMech has also supplied TBW with unique solutions
like wall travelling cranes. On a shopfloor, with respect to the
principles of Lean manufacturing, waiting time is one of the
prime sources of waste. Wall travelling cranes allow workers to
service workstations individually without using cranes on the top.
Waiting time for the crane is, thus, eliminated and productivity of
the individual workstation is enhanced.
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Customer satisfaction
Speaking on the benefits experienced by TBW, Rajeev Sondur,
Divisional Manager—Manufacturing, Thermax Babcock &
Wilcox, said, “ElectroMech was able to fine tune our plant layout
to ensure maximum space utilisation and save on our asset costs.”
They could successfully achieve all their objectives and build a
manufacturing facility, which adheres to the Lean manufacturing
principles. Some additional benefits that TBW experienced from
the solutions by ElectroMech include:
• Initial study, which helped in optimising crane designs and
save on capital cost
• Energy-efficient cranes that saved on running cost by almost
20 per cent
• Well engineered cranes to ensure a high level of safety
• Smooth material flow through complete integration of
handling in the entire plant

Additional challenges & solutions
While the proposed solutions from ElectroMech had its
benefits, the company also faced the following challenges while
implementing these solutions:
• Optimising on building structure by designing the most
efficient material handling systems
• Ensuring integration of handling in the entire plant
• Designing rugged yet elegant looking cranes to suit the
overall aesthetics of the plant
Keeping these challenges in mind, the company came up with
the following problem-solving strategies and solutions to address
the concerns:
• Utilising 45 cranes, which integrate the handling process
right from raw material storage yard to the despatch bay
• Wall travelling cranes at critical workstations were put to
avoid waiting time for crane availability
• Inverter drives were used to reduce power consumption ☐
Courtesy: ElectroMech
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Increasing flexibility & part quality in
injection moulding processes
An application story on Beckhoff ’s PC-based control technology used by Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries Plastic Technology (MHIPT) for its latest MEII machine series offering
everything required for connected production facilities
Japanese company Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Plastic
Technology (MHIPT) specialises in plastics injection
moulding machines. Plastics injection moulding machines
are primarily used in the automotive industry, but are also
used in household appliance manufacturing and in the PC
industry. The company chose PC-based control technology
from Beckhoff for its latest MEIII machine series, regarding
the openness of the control architecture as forward-looking,
offering everything required for connected production
facilities. In addition to an improvement in repeatability
and greater production flexibility, MHIPT considers the
simple integration of condition monitoring and
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implementation of predictive maintenance to be a major
step forward.
Injection moulding machines essentially combine an
injection unit with a clamping unit. The injection unit heats
up and plasticises the raw material before injecting it through
a high-pressure nozzle into the tool. The clamping unit opens
and closes the tool (mound) and keeps the two halves of the
mound closed during the injection process. The force exerted
by the clamping unit is an indicator of the size and the
mechanical power of the machine. The MHIPT machine
portfolio encompasses machines with clamping forces that
range from 350 to 4000 tonnes.
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Open automation platform
brings competitive advantages
The MEIII, which is the latest
injection
moulding
machine
generation from MHIPT, features
medium-sized machines with a
clamping force that ranges from 550 to
850 tonnes. Where most injection
moulding machines are equipped with
hydraulic drives, drive control in the
MEIII is achieved with servomotors.
“This leads to higher production
quality
and
reduced
power
consumption,” says Takashi Mizuno,
Director
&
Chief
Executive—
Engineering Department, MHIPT.
“With regard to the automation
technology, MHIPT has changed its
previous development strategy for the
MEIII machine series.
We now rely on PC-based controllers
throughout the series. Previously, we
developed our controllers entirely by
ourselves; the use of PC control systems
allows us to concentrate our development
capacities entirely on the software side.
We aim to integrate all of our expertise
as a company that specialises ininjection
moulding machines into the software for
the injection moulding process,
distinguishing ourselves from the
competition.”
Like the preceding MEII series, the
MEIII series comes equipped with DD
(direct drive) motors developed inhouse by MHIPT. These motors do not
need reduction gears, as they generate a
high force with a low number of
revolutions; this gives the advantage of
a dynamic injection drive and facilitates
easy maintenance as pulleys, belts and
other consumables are not required.
The MEIII series is characterised by a
design that replaces a mechanical
connection system between the two DD
motors with highly-precise software
synchronisation. “The speed, reliability
and precision of the servo-electric
controller directly determines the
quality of the product,” emphasises
Mizuno.
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Open control technology
Takashi Takii, Head—Design, MHIPT
& Engineering Department and project
leader in the development of the MEIII,
explains, “The big advantage of the control
architecture openness is that we, and our
customers, are no longer dependent on
vendor-specific standards or specifications.
PC-based control provides an extremely

efficient control system based on open
standards, while at the same time being
flexible and universal, offering us the
necessary reliability and quality.”

High efficiency in machine
development
Given the flexibility and expandability
of the PC Control platform, MHIPT is
Advt
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The MEIII controller is a
Beckhoff CP6216 Panel PC

able to offer its customers around 200 optional specifications for
the use of different tools or moulds to achieve the geometries of
the plastic part to be produced. “That’s about three times as many
options as a conventional controller. Specifications formerly
available only at extra cost can now be offered to our customers
with standard pricing and delivery times. In addition, the use of
open standards gives us the flexibility to comply with the sensors
and servomotors specified by our customers. Through the use of
EtherCAT and TwinCAT, as a universal communication system
and universal software platform respectively, a uniform data flow
can be achieved that considerably increases the repeatability of
the machine operation,” explains Takii.
“All in all, machine engineering is much more efficient
through the use of the PC platform,” says Takii. “Modular
design of the control cabinets is simplified through the use of
decentralised I/O stations that communicate over EtherCAT,
resulting in advantages not only with regard to the flexibility,
for example the implementation of modifications at short
notice, but also shortening the time required for the
manufacturing, disassembly, transport and installation of
machines. The high scalability of the PC control platform
ultimately makes it possible to control several injection
moulding machines of very different sizes and in different areas
of application using one central PC-based controller.”
The MHIPT machine software must manage more than
30,000 data points in order to achieve the diversity and flexibility
of the plastics injection moulding applications. MHIPT uses an
Oracle database to manage software design configurations. “The
required close connection of the database could not be achieved
using the tools of conventional control system vendors,” explains
Takii. He further adds, “The seamless connection of TwinCAT
with Oracle database represents a gigantic step forward for us to
implement automatic or semi-automatic software configuration.
In addition, the online debugger, software oscilloscope and other
development tools offer valuable functionality.”
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New business models
Takii also sees potential business benefits in the PC-based
control architecture. “Large-size injection moulding machines
are typical examples of small-quantity and large-variety
production, almost equivalent to special machine manufacturing.
Our ideal scenario is to meet every single one of the customer’s
requirements. Where conventional control technology often
imposed restrictions on us, the controller used for the MEIII
enables efficient and flexible software development. Diverse
options for injection moulding processes can be automatically
generated from the software without the need for programming.
I can say that the software design has reached the point where we
can enjoy high customer satisfaction. The magic triangle of
quality, cost and time has made a quantum leap,” stresses Takii.

Ready for Industry 4.0
Takii also sees benefits in the open control architecture with
respect to the current trends in the manufacturing industries.
“The open and flexibly-controlled flow of data with EtherCAT
and TwinCAT is not just limited to the individual injection
moulding machine, but also enables modularisation and
uniformity of data flow throughout the entire factory. In this way,
we can offer highly responsive support for the technologies
targeted by Industry 4.0 in Germany and the Industrial Internet
of Things (IIoT) in the USA. I think it will be essential to use Big
Data to extend the mean time between failures (MTBF) and
shorten the mean time to repair (MTTR). We must put ourselves
in the position of being able to collect, save and analyse large
quantities of data in order to determine how our machines change
over time, how they are used and how we can standardise and
compare the data collected in different production environments,”
Takii concludes, outlining future strategy. ☐
Courtesy: Beckhoff Automation
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Reducing production cost
An application story on the usage of ANCA’s CNC tools and cutting grinders by
Benchmark Carbide that ensure effective and high-quality machines
Since 2001, Benchmark Carbide has improved its performance
and received good marks for its patented end mills, resulting in
dramatically increased demand from its customers. To keep up
with that kind of demand, Paul St Louis, company owner, has
invested in 27 ANCA CNC tool and cutter grinders with
automatic loaders. “We run our ANCA’s 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, producing primarily end mills. Aerospace is a key
customer industry,” Paul remarked.
It is a neatly organised and compact shop. “Every machine is
robotically loaded and we run a lean shop. Double wheel packs on
twin spindles and in-machine dressing on the ANCA’s means we
have flexibility and the capability to operate long hours
unattended, producing superior tools without interruption.”
Production-oriented TX7’s with auto loaders run larger tools
to 1.5”, RX7’s run the smaller tools from .006 to .500”. The
automation and lean shop organisation permit Benchmark to
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operate as a low cost producer and to offer the market some
highly innovative tool designs that reduce the cost of machining
aluminium and other materials.
The TX7’s feature a powerful 49-HP 10,000 RPM spindle, an
automatic wheel changer, auto-loading system, and a 3000 RPM
headstock. ANCA’s ToolRoom tool and cutter grinding software
drives the machine. It is a complete changeover of wheel pack,
coolant delivery system, workholding collet and pallet in less than
3 minutes. Other brand machines require 15-20 minutes to
several hours for changeover to produce another type of tool. For
the TX7, wheel packs and corresponding coolant manifolds are
prepared off-machine and quickly exchanged to grind a new tool.

Innovative end mill line
Its customers look at Benchmark as innovators. It makes
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The ANCA TX7’s at Benchmark use the patented
Big Plus wheel mounting system, which contributes
to high precision running of the grinding wheels

end mills for machining aluminium a little differently than
others do. And they work exceptionally well, outperforming
others. Most tools by other manufacturers are made with a
cylindrical margin, where the shank is the OD of the tool that
is cutting. End mill makers typically flute it out and leave
behind a narrow—often .003 wide—margin. This is often
difficult to hold. If it is too wide, it will push away; too narrow,
you get chatter.
“With our ANCAs, we grind 3 grinds on the OD: primary,
secondary and a ground-on edge prep, which reduces chatter
and vibration and we can control the thickness of it to .0015 and
.002 wide. So when the tools are milling aluminium, they do not
squeal or chatter. Machining is consistent and high quality. The
tool repeats and we have two grinds on the fluting to move the
chip a little better,” Paul said.
The company makes 2-, 3-, 4- and 5-flute carbide tools for
high-speed machining of aluminium. Variable helix mills are a
Benchmark specialty, starting with a 45-degree helix and
ending at a 60-degree helix. The helix design reduces vibration
in the tool. “With the ANCA’s producing 5-flute tools we can
remove .0001” per tooth and over 50% of the tool diameter.
With that tool in a 10000 rpm machining centre spindle you
could run 500 ipm,” Paul pointed out. The edge prep by
Benchmark goes around the radius and does the end in a single
grind. The machine and software capability lets Benchmark
maintain its edge. ANCA ToolRoom software is key to
allowing Benchmark produce the variable helix.
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Ensuring high-precision
The direct drive, high-speed 3000 RPM work head (A axis)
of the TX7 allows users like Benchmark to include cylindrical
grinding operations in the tool grinding process without
changing the set up, and to fully grind stepped or tapered blanks
to the final tool. This means tools can be produced complete in
a single set up, minimising production time for many tools that
formerly may have required two operations to complete.
The ANCA TX7’s at Benchmark use the patented Big Plus
wheel mounting system, which contributes to high precision
running of the grinding wheels. The system, superior to a
conventional tapered holder, provides a more complete and
concentric contact plus flange contact. The resulting rigid
assembly nearly eliminates runout and deflection, and benefits
wheel life, surface finish, and part tolerance.
Mounted to the back of the chuck on the TX7s’ high-speed
work head, the dresser roll is easily accessed or introduced to
the wheels with minimal axis strokes for in-process dressing.
The TX7’s the loader is mounted to the left of the machine and
has its own control panel to enable quick, safe set up requiring
only one operator. The loader brings the tool into the machine
on a pneumatic carriage while the headstock automatically
positions itself to receive the tool in a rapid tool change cycle.
The CNC wheel changer on the TX7s allows Benchmark
to apply two wheel packs to one application, accomplishing
more operations in a single set up. Mounted on a manifold,
coolant piping changes with the wheel packs, so that coolant
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flow is always tuned to the wheel in use for optimum coolant
application.
The RX7 also features a single direct drive multi
directional spindle with dual wheel packs positioned at either
end of the spindle. The configuration of these wheels give
complete unrestricted access to the workpiece. The spindle
has a peak power of 19 kw and maximum speed of 12,000
RPM, suitable for the smaller range of tools at Benchmark. It
also has good power at low speed with its highest power at
3600 RPM--very well suited to carbide grinding, according to
Paul. Also with loaders, the RX7s help keep production
moving at the tool maker.

Software is the key
Clayton Pirie manages the ANCAs at Benchmark. He says
he is always learning as ANCA is constantly enhancing its
software and promptly provides the updates to the shop.
“ANCA’s user friendly software has enabled us to produce a

number of innovations that other tool makers just don’t,” said
Pirie. “The CIMulator3D lets us lay out the whole tool off-line
without wasting grinding machine time. We can dream up a
tool and see if we can make it before we ever get to machining.
It’s an innovator’s best tool,” he added.
ANCA’s CIMulator3D® provides an off-line tool
development environment, which enables the efficient design
of new tooling and the required manufacturing process,
avoiding loss of production. Set up time for new tools is
dramatically reduced, and production can begin more quickly.
As an offline workstation, CIMulator3D can also be run on the
CNC to simulate tool production programs before grinding.
“When we did half the volume, it seemed more stressful on
the shopfloor. Today, there are only three set up people in
each shift, yet it’s a calmer atmosphere. We are producing
much more with much less stress, thanks to the ANCAs. The
machines are doing consistently high quality work over long
runs,” observed Paul. ☐
Courtesy: ANCA CNC Machines
Advt
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Innovating cutting tools with 3D printing
An application story on how Komet Group enables complex shapes to be generated—
both for the external shape of tooling and for internal cooling channels with the help of
Renishaw’s metal Additive Manufacturing technology
Komet Group is a supplier of precision cutting tools and
has supplied innovation to the machining industry for almost
100 years. The Group, which has its headquarters in Besigheim,
currently employs more than 1,500 people, including its
subsidiaries, and is represented in around 50 countries. The
company has been a global technology leader in the fields of
high-precision drilling, reaming, milling, threading and
process monitoring.
In addition to developing, manufacturing and distributing
high-quality premium products, the company uses its years of
technical know-how to analyse customers’ production
processes, right down to the smallest detail, and then develop
tailored solutions to help them achieve greater efficiency for all
stages of their machining.
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Additive Manufacturing for tooling production
With such a strong focus on innovation and continuous
development, it was perhaps inevitable that the company staff
would come up with some tooling designs that were too
expensive, or even impossible, to make with conventional
manufacturing methods.
As a result, Dr Reinhard Durst, R&D Manager—Hard Metal
Tools, Komet Group, has been investigating the potential of
Additive Manufacturing for tooling production and the
equipment available on the market for several years. Dr Durst
has been working with Renishaw for the last year, “because its
offer has convinced us from a technical as well as an application
point of view.”
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This transfer of knowledge and know-how is inherent
throughout the company’s new and growing network of
Additive Manufacturing Solutions Centres. Before buying the
machine outright, customers can lease the latest Renishaw
equipment at a solutions centre and work independently on
their projects. Renishaw staff is always available to provide
advice on the use of the machines. In this way, potential
customers can familiarise themselves with Additive
Manufacturing technology, with expert help on hand, and
discover how it might meet their specific requirements, without
the need for a large up-front investment.
“We are aiming for a win-win situation,” explained Ralph
Mayer, Manager—Additive Manufacturing Services, Renishaw
GmbH. “With our support, the customer shortens their learning
curve and reduces the number of potential mistakes to a
minimum. We only raise the question of purchasing a system
when the customer is clear that it will provide added value for
them. At the same time, we gather valuable information about
the needs of the industry, which we can use to develop our
machines and technology further.”
Parts produced with Additive Manufacturing can reach up
to 99.9% consistent structure, just like rolled or cast metal
components,” explained Mayer. “However, the correct strategy
must be applied for every component. Our strength lies in our
skill in analysing the technical challenges of our customers’
components and working with our customers to find the most
effective solution.”
The metal Additive Manufacturing system uses laser powder
bed fusion technology in an inert argon atmosphere. An extremely
thin bed of metal powder is laid down and areas that will form the
component are melted using a high performance ytterbium fibre
laser and then solidified on cooling. This process is repeated with
layers of metal powder, typically between 20 and 60 μm thick,
until the part is finished. The thinner the layers, the better the
accuracy and surface quality of the finished part.

Collaborative results
The first of the projects handled jointly between Komet and
Renishaw was the development of a new range of PCD (PolyCrystalline Diamond) screw-in milling cutters. The main bodies
of the cutters are manufactured on a Renishaw metal Additive
Manufacturing system, with multiple bodies produced during
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each cycle of the machine, and then fitted with PCD blades and
screwed onto their tool holders.
The use of the Renishaw technology to manufacture the
tools allows geometries to be produced that would be almost
impossible by conventional means. “Thanks to the additive
process we have been able to place many more PCD blades on
each tool,” explained Dr Durst.
“We have changed the arrangement of the blades and achieved
a substantially greater axis angle. Compared to conventional
milled tools, we have greatly shortened the grooves. These
changes mean that the tool is a lot more productive for the user,”
he added. For example, with a 32 mm screw-in head, the number
of grooves and blades has been increased from six to ten, achieving
a feed rate that can be up to 50% higher.
In addition, the ability to optimise the paths of the coolant
channels ensures that each cutting edge is supplied precisely
with coolant through a separate channel, while the external
design of the bodies helps to ensure that chips are removed
reliably from the face of the tool. AM also offers the potential to
reduce component weight since material can be used only where
it is necessary for the optimum functionality in the component.
It also outperforms conventional production methods in terms
of delivery time for any special or experimental tools needed by
Komet’s customers.
“The ability to freely design the internal and external tool
geometry alone means that excluding this additive process from
our future plans would be inconceivable,” predicted Dr Durst.
“It gives us the ability to increase tool performance and
productivity to such a great extent that it creates considerable
added value for our customers.”

Conclusion
Dr Durst considers the decision to work in partnership with
Renishaw to be fully justified. “It is not easy for a company that
is new to metal Additive Manufacturing technology to work out
the best laser parameters on its own,” he claimed. “Renishaw
has contributed a wealth of knowledge to help us find the
parameters that are needed to produce a good tool. The new
design freedom from Additive Manufacturing technology and
the cooperation with Renishaw is helping us to develop even
more innovative tool solutions.” ☐
Courtesy: Renishaw
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MIM—an emerging technology in India
The Metal Injection Moulding process has no parallels when it
comes to manufacturing small, highly complex and intricate
parts with profiles that are either impossible or cost-prohibitive
with conventional techniques. A read on…
Metal Injection Moulding (MIM) is an emerging technology
in the manufacturing world across the globe. Though has its
origins from early 1920’s and WWII times, when the first parts
were made, it came to the industrial forefront only during
1970’s. Even after 45 years, it is still considered a relatively
unknown, exotic and specialised manufacturing process. One of
the main reasons being the emergence of only a handful of
companies in the world, who have mastered this technology and
invested enough time and resources to transform the science
behind the process into an almost art-like form.
MIM is the process of injecting fine metal powders mixed
with appropriate thermoplastic and wax binders at high
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pressures and elevated temperatures into an engineered
mould, to form the desired component shape. The temperatures
are high enough to only melt the binders, which form a viscous
slurry with the metal powders and upon cooling, are ejected
from the mould as a solid part. Subsequently, a controlled
process of ‘debinding’ is carried out to remove the binders
using a chemical solvent. The still fragile parts are then
subjected to ‘sintering’ – a metal densification process, where
they are heated to high temperatures close to the melting point
of the metal alloy in a controlled atmosphere, resulting in a
fusion of the metal powders together and forming a near net
shape with densities ≥ 96% of theoretical density.
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MIM: The process

Unfolding complexities
Although the described process is simplistic in nature, the
real-world complexities are manifold. These are interlinked
and can broadly be classified into the following categories:
• Material: The proportion of metal powders to binders in
the mixture drives the flow characteristics and part
shrinkage during sintering. This not only needs to be
determined exactly beforehand, but also readily altered to
suit the requirement.
• Tool design: Tool design is invariably complex and
intricate due to the nature of parts made by MIM. In
addition to accommodating the part design, the tool has to
provide necessary provisions for uninterrupted material
flow and uniform cooling. Add to it, the various slides for
part features that need to perfectly match and act as a
single unit in the closed condition, it is not difficult to
imagine the complexity involved.
• Machine parameters: Sophisticated moulding machines
with a horde of parameters and options, require a thorough
understanding of the physics of mould filling. It is essential
to be equipped with this knowledge to avoid common
moulding related defects of sink, incomplete filling, weld
lines or flow lines.
• Shrinkage: The shrinkage characteristics of a part are a
function of both the initial material mixture and
‘staging’ during the sintering process. Staging refers to
orientation and placement of the parts in specifically
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designed ceramic holders called stagers. The material
mixture determines the percentage of shrinkage whereas
the staging method controls the distortion, since the
part would naturally tend to shrink towards its Centre
of Gravity (CG). Even with other things being done
correctly, an incorrect staging method would seriously
hinder achieving the required net shape and dimension.
Then, there is the sintering cycle itself with its carefully
determined temperature range and ramp rates. A bit too
much and the parts might melt; a bit less and insufficient
shrinkage might take place. It is a balancing act and
learnt from a history of trials and analysis.

Manufacturing complex parts
MIM process has no parallels when it comes to
manufacturing small, highly complex and intricate parts with
profiles that are either impossible or cost-prohibitive with
conventional techniques. The process also provides a natural
flexibility to adapt to varying production demands in terms of
quantities. Volume requirements driven by changing market
conditions can be easily accommodated at minimal risk. With
the raw material in a powder form, it is also easier to meet the
strength requirements of the part by simply altering the
chemistry and addition of required alloying elements. The
range of materials currently used covers various grades of
ferrous alloys, stainless steels and exotic metal alloys of
tungsten, titanium and inconel. MIM material can be
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From powders to net shape

Ideal MIM part

‘engineered’ in the true sense of the word without any change
in the overall process and still produce a reliable and high
performance part. The parts produced by MIM have
mechanical properties approaching those of wrought metals
and can be practically treated as such. They can be subjected to
any kind of machining operation, heat treatment, surface
finishing operations of glass bead blasting, sand blasting,
barrelling and all kinds of plating and passivation processes
without extensive surface preparation.
MIM, for all its capabilities has its share of limitations
too. Working economics generally limit the part weight to
around 50 gms and size to under 60 mm. Thinner or thicker
wall thicknesses other than those specified might also pose a
problem. In terms of the tolerances directly achievable from
the MIM process, a thumb rule of ±0.5% of nominal
dimension is usually employed. MIM is preferable for high
production volumes, small quantities may not yield the
perceived cost advantage.

applications are the main segments of MIM application.
Majority of applications using MIM have sophisticated
design involving multiple interlocking parts and are driven
by the need to combine several parts into one. The automotive
industry uses various parts with irregular profiles and holes
that are at an angle to each other. MIM process has been able
to introduce Value Engineering/Value Addition (VE/VA) in
such cases and eliminate multiple intermediate machining/
joining processes.

Applications of MIM
MIM fits everywhere. It is not limited by any market
segment or application. Everywhere and anywhere, if there is
a requirement for small and complex parts with intricate
geometries and, conventional methods are not cost effective,
MIM would come out triumphant. Today, MIM has its
presence in all the broad market segments and well known
applications. However, automotive, industrial, and medical
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Understanding the future
The future of this branch of manufacturing is bright and has
great potential for development. MIM has experienced a rapid
growth in the last decade with annual sales exceeding $1 billion
per year by some estimates and a compound growth rate of as
high as 20%. However, the engineering industry is still largely
unfamiliar about MIM process and its capabilities and
applications. With an increased awareness and acceptance of
the technology from high volume manufacturers of metal
components, an explosive growth rate can be expected in the
future. There are still numerous possibilities in material choices
and process parameter optimisation that are waiting to be
explored and integrated into industrial production. Another
important aspect is the integration of the technology and its
potential at the preliminary concept or design stage itself, which
would open a whole new world of possibilities and even widerspread of MIM in the relevant branches of engineering. ☐
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To champion the cause of Productivity and enhancing competitiveness in the Indian manufacturing
industry, Indian Machine Tool Manufacturers’ Association (IMTMA) is organizing the 11th edition of
National Productivity Summit on 4-5 August 2017 at Pune. The event showcases best practices in
manufacturing through Inspiring Keynotes, Live Case Study Presentations and Plant Visits.
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Developing the skills in Welding
The welding sector in India currently faces the demand for
specialised welding personnel who are trained, skilled and qualified.
The article discusses ways in which welders can upgrade their skills
so that they can become readily employable, from manual to semiautomatic, mechanised, automatic or robotic-welding.
Being a populous nation, there is a record number of
unemployed young aspirants in India who have a strong quest to
become an active participant in contributing to the development
and economic growth of the nation. Hence, there is an ongoing
focus on developing the skills and expertise of this available
manpower in India where excellence is just a mission for
inventiveness and password for value addition.

Scope of welding
Modern welding technology is the singular most vital bond
between the development and upcoming growth virtually in
all types of industry. Thus, youngsters can very well look for
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their career opportunities and play a vital role in diversified
capacities such as fabrication welders, maintenance welding
specialists, quality control technicians and welding engineers
in India and abroad.
Welding may look very small but exists as a vital activity for
fabrication and maintenance to enable plants and machineries
to be efficient. Thus, a large group of specialised welding
personnel need to be trained and qualified recurrently in an
intimate skill and expertise required for specific industrial
application to be employable in fabrication or maintenance
shops. There are more than a few stages of skills and methods of
welding that need to be mastered so as to enable and bring a
visible change in projects.
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Emerging trends in selecting welders
Traditionally, the trend was simply to ask welders to
demonstrate their skills to deposit a sound weld by an accepted
WPS (welding procedure specification) of industry. However, a
new emerging trend is catching up fast worldwide by the
introduction of international ISO/EN standards asking welders
to pass out the additional oral or written test with multiple
choices in objective type questions, including computer
observation/ demonstration basics and followed by the practical
welding test. Testing the job knowledge, which is restricted to
the routine matters only, it concerns the immediate applied
welding process and procedure only. Thus, the new model is
emerging out in industry to utilise only the smart welders in
near future.
Structural welders need to upgrade them further to become
all position X-ray quality sheet, plate, pipe, and tube welders by
conventional manual-gas & electric arc welding. Besides
conventional welding, there is also ample scope to absorb added

skills related to FCAW, SAW, GMAW (MIG/MAG) or GTAW
(TIG) welding processes currently prevalent in industry to
become readily employable, from manual to semi-automatic,
mechanised, automatic or robotic-welding. As a welder, there is
also further scope to work as a welding-operator and supervisor
in the upcoming high-tech industry.

Meeting global quality standards
It is not the personnel alone, but also the technology of
welding as a whole that has been classified as a special process;
thus, most industrial houses are spirited by getting themselves
certified appropriately in accordance with the ISO 3834-2
certification to put a system at work for the following motives:
1. To enhance business share opportunity around the world;
2. To affirm world-class quality only by adopting the best
welding practices laid down in ISO 3834-2 standard;
3. Understandably, high profile independent verification
system, in compliance with standard ISO 3834-2, enables
Advt
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There are more than a few stages of skills and
methods of welding that need to be mastered so as
to enable and bring a visible change in projects

industry to become an authority in welding;
4. Certified welding industry is responsible for quality
co-ordination and requirements to heighten quality
& production;
5. The certification goes a long way in positioning the industry
en bloc visibly on global welding map for quality, ethics,
cost and productivity
Thus, a variety of carrier opportunity exists in welding
right from an ordinary to high-quality sheet, plate, pipe, or
tube-welders from down hand to all position by the diverse
welding method and procedures for ferrous and non-ferrous
group of materials. However, looking towards the intricacy
involved in most fusion welding due to the choice of metalthickness, joint-design and process prerequisites, a great deal
of cooperation is justifiably inevitable. Regardless of how good
the welder may be, he will not be held responsible to find
solution on his own; in fact, they need to be trained, qualified
and inspired often by none other than their own immediate
supervisory staff so as to meet the definite prerequisites of
design. This has become even more relevant now in an era of
high-tech, high-quality and cost-competitive marketplace.
Irrespective of their size or ownership, the catch-22 like
situation continues to exists even today, more often at the level
of supervision rather than with the welders performing at the
grassroot level.

Measures to deliver with ease
There is an urgent need to devise in-house industry specific
induction training programmes cautiously favouring the basic
demands of fusion welding for supervisory staff to bring adequate
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awareness and bring an overall change and create a work
environment, which is more favourable and facilitates their own
workforce to deliver with ease. There is no doubt that the task of
learning to manage welding, either on shop or on site, will greatly
favour the groups responsible for design, planning, purchase,
quality assurance, production and quality control and will help
co-operate fruitfully for the set common objective.
Documentation is the real crux of ISO 3834-2 standard,
devising appropriate systems of storage, handling, welding,
quality control and inspection, including traceability, even
after the work done by the group. This ISO standard has been
evolved after decades of experience gathered from the actual
welding-shops/sites. Thus, the manufacturers who intend to
be globally competitive will require employing specialist
welding-engineers and coordinators to develop a number of
documents i.e. planned welding procedure specification,
welding procedure qualification record, approved welding
procedure specification, and welders approval test certificate,
meeting the specific order of design. Such documents are not
made just to submit for periodical audit but also to be
understood by all and applied by the group at the grassroot
level in particular.
Hence, realising the true potential of forthcoming innovation
in technology of welding & inspection, institutions closely
associated with industry need to come forward to fulfill the
mission of dispersing knowledge and skills preferably in
vernacular dialects, to reach out to the levels of youngsters and
enable the ‘Make in India’ slogan a reality. Such missionary
approach alone will be proved pivotal for industry and the
nation as a whole and will occupy a reputable place in
industrialised group of nations. ☐
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Cables for high-speed computing

Milling cutters and inserts

Mouser Electronics is now stocking the sliver internal cabled interconnects
from TE Connectivity (TE). Helping to address the latest high-speed demands
in networking, TE’s sliver internal cabled interconnects offer improved
performance and extended reach, while also
saving space and lowering design costs for data
rate signals within a variety of data
communication platforms. The company’s sliver
internal cabled interconnects, available from
Mouser Electronics, address expanding network
challenges experienced by designers by Sliver internal cables
providing a flexible, robust and cost-effective
system that can help manage large workloads and higher data rates (at 25
Gbps and beyond) and support longer-term data growth. Designed to work
alongside a cable assembly as a surface-mounted connector with an
exceptionally small footprint, it interconnects enable designers to make a
seamless, simple connection from point A to point B by incorporating a highdensity connector and cable assembly that routes high-speed signals from the
microprocessors to other locations such as other boards, microprocessor
chips, and inputs/outputs (I/O). It helps eliminate the need for re-timers and
costlier & lower-loss printed circuit board (PCB) materials.

Dormer Pramet offers a versatile new range of milling cutters and inserts.
The new addition adds an adaptable option to support a wide range of insert
shapes and operations from roughing to finishing. The new SOD05 cutter,
developed under the Pramet brand,
reduces tool change-over time and
inventory costs with its universal
pocket capable of carrying octagonal,
round and square inserts. It means
that the user-friendly cutter, available
in a wide range of diameters from 32
– 125 mm, can perform face milling,
shoulder milling, slotting, plunging
and ramping in steel, stainless steel, SOD05 cutter
cast iron and non-ferrous materials.
To support the new cutter, the company has added to its range of octagonal
(OD), round (RD) and square (SD) inserts. The OD insert has eight cutting
edges and low cutting forces, promoting an economical option for face
milling, while the RD inserts are suitable for high feed roughing, shallow
profiling and ramping. Its SD inserts have four cutting edges and offers a 90°
option for square shoulder milling.

Mouser Electronics | Bengaluru

Dormer Pramet | Gurgaon

Email: india@mouser.com | Tel: +91-80-4265-0000

Email: info.in@dormerpramet.com | Tel: +91-124-470-3825

Servo press kit

Thermal camera

Festo offers a modular servo press kit YJKP that consists of modular
operating software and harmonised standard Festo components. With
electric spindle drive, motor, motor controller,
force sensor and control system, one can have
everything of need for electric press-fitting
applications up to 17 kN. All what needs to be
done is to integrate it into the press-fitting
application. The pre-installed operating
software is ready to use straight away and one
does not need to be a programming expert to
parameterise it, it’s that easy and intuitive. The
modular software in CODESYS, featuring
application-specific functions, can be used on a
PC, iPad or other types of human-machine
interface and is compatible with all kinds of
platforms. The controller CECC-X with OPC-UA YJKP
interface makes the system ready for Industry
4.0. Also, with YJKP, it is easy to monitor press-fitting applications and lots
of other parameters in real time. For example, force, displacement, torque
and angle can be monitored during joining, press-fitting, swivelling and
rotation processes.

Flir offers the FLIR C3 professional thermal camera that is designed to be the
go-to tool on the job. This dedicated, compact, rugged thermal camera fits
perfectly in the pocket and is great
for electrical and mechanical
repair and plant maintenance.
With a three-inch touchscreen and
built-in Wi-Fi connectivity, it
allows to quickly share captured
images and video with employers,
customers, and colleagues to save
time and improve productivity.
The camera has professional FLIR C3™
level features like on-screen
measurement tools which are usually found in higher-end FLIR thermal
cameras. Using the C3’s Hot Spot or Cold Spot feature, you can quickly
measure within a defined area box. The camera will display a spot meter, as
well as the maximum or minimum temperature, so that one can instantly see
where it’s the hottest or coldest. It includes both the FLIR Lepton® thermal
micro camera and a visible camera. Through FLIR’s patented MSX®
technology, the company embosses the thermal image over the visible image
to create a crisp, fully radiometric image.

Festo India Pvt Ltd | Bengaluru
Email: sales.in@festo.com | Tel: +91-80-22894100
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Clamping vice

Intelligent plastic solutions

Hoffmann Group offers new GARANT Xpent 5-axis vice. The vice is
optimised for 5-face machining and can be quickly & easily adapted to any
machining strategy. Flexible clamping options are ensured by the
construction and variability of
the clamping modules, which
can be rotated by 180°. It is
suitable
for
components
ranging from 6 to 986 mm (6 to
386 mm in its standard
configuration) and offers a
clamping force of up to 40 kN
GARANT Xpent
with 90 Nm of torque. Up to 100
mm of travel are possible
without conversion, while a modern quick-change system enables rapid
spindle replacement. The spindle can be extended and features a
trapezoidal thread to facilitate rapid adjustment of the clamping ranges.
The GARANT Xpent is based on a flexible, modular design concept. This
allows the clamping range to be adjusted through individual combination
of the clamping modules, base rail and spindle. The convex clamping
modules can be rotated by 180° for utmost flexibility of the vice.

igus offers a family of products under the brand of 'isense', where different
sensors and monitoring modules make the plastic solutions intelligent. The
company has developed intelligent solutions that warn of potential failure in
good time before unplanned and very
costly downtimes occur. The new
isense EC.RC (e-chain Run Control)
monitors the operating status of the
e-chains, especially in guide troughs
used on long travel applications.
Sensors measure and check the
position of the energy chain. In this
way, the machine is prevented from
EC.RC systems
continuing
to
operate
when
mechanical faults occur; meaning
that total loss of the chain or an electrical shutdown (for example, due to
cable damage) are a thing of the past. Another new product from the smart
plastics family is the EC.M module, which is mounted on the moving end of
the chain and automatically records its status, i.e. acceleration, speed,
temperature and completed cycles. The distance travelled and the
remaining service life of the system can be derived from this.

Hoffmann Quality Tools India Pvt Ltd | Pune

igus (India) | Bengaluru
Email: sgeorge@igus.in | Tel: +91-80-45127827

Email: india@hoffmann-group.com | Tel: +91-20-6707-2399

3D sensor for robot guidance

Milling tools

ISRA Vision offers sensors that are suitable solutions for 3D robot guidance
and 3D inline measurement at the same time. Through a pioneering mix of
different measurement methods and point cloud technology, the all-around
system delivers reliable
results and short cycle times
in both applications. Next to a
combination of stereometry,
triangulation and phase-shift
lighting,
the
newest
generation of the Area Profile
Scanner
3D
provides
APS3D
enormous flexibility. With this
individualised
software
layout, the 3D sensor is tailored for two different applications and can be
used where complex geometry of objects must be measured with high
speed or when a fast robot vision with shortest cycle times is needed. The
APS3D is able to calculate the surfaces of an object with highest precision
three dimensionally using triangulation. Random pattern lighting sends the
sensor the necessary points of reference in a single image, significantly
speeding up the scanning time and allowing a reduced cycle time in robotic
usage in particular, such as in the positioning of glued beads.

MAPAL offers a broad portfolio of ISO tools for milling operations. A new
series of cutting materials has been developed specially for the milling
of cast iron that covers the whole bandwidth of grades – GJL, GJV and
GJS. Preliminary results show that
the new cutting materials allow
not only a significant increase in
tool life and hence greater costeffectiveness, but also higher
cutting speeds and, therefore,
maximum productivity. The cutting
series of cutting materials
material
series
is
based
on
newly-developed
carbide
substrates. The structures of the carbides have been modelled in such
a way that they provide an optimum relationship between ductility and
wear resistance. The cutting material series includes three PVD-coated
carbides and two CVD-coated grades. The PVD coating here consists of
an optimised TiAlCrN with very fine structuring of the layers to create
an optimum relationship between ductility and hardness/wear
resistance. The CVD coating is based on an MT-TiCN with an alphaAl2O3 top coat. This layer combination offers not only high wear
resistance, but also good thermal stability.

ISRA Vision | Germany
Email: info@isravision.com | Tel: +49-6151-948-0
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Frameless servo motors

Gripper for cobots

Parker Hannifin has increased its range of frameless permanent
magnet AC (PMAC) motors with the introduction of the low voltage
K Series. These servo motors are particularly suitable for use by
machine builders in applications
where compactness, reliability,
precision and cost-effectiveness
are critical. The CE-certified K
Series helps simplify machine
design as both the rotor and
stator are directly implemented K Series
inside the system. With low
voltage capability starting from 12 VAC, the K motor series cover a speed
range up to 10,000 rpm, and continuous torque to 23 Nm. The K Series is
ideal for applications such as rotating tables, compressors and mixers,
plus many others in industries such as food & beverage, packaging and
life sciences. K Series servo motors are constructed with magnets glued
to the rotor, compact copper coils for a shorter size and a large hollow
shaft. Five different diameters are available (32, 44, 64, 89 and 178 mm)
along with three different lengths per diameter and three torque/speed
levels per length.

SCHUNK offers co-act gripper JL1, a new generation of cutting-edge grippers,
especially designed for collaboration between humans and robots. It is the
world’s very first collaborative gripper capable of directly interacting and
communicating with humans. Its most
distinguishing features are its flexible outer skin
with curved edges, integrated protection
against workpiece loss as well as the LED panel
used as an interface for communication with
humans. Even at a basic level, it satisfies the
most critical requirements of safe human/robot
collaboration—it never loses grip of an object,
it always detects contact with humans and it
will never cause injury when gripping. A safe
drive provides for both a wide gripping force Co-act gripper JL1
range and functional safety. With the help of an
environment sensor, the gripper continuously detects factors in its environment
and processes the data using integrated software. It is also used as a
communication tool between the system control and the operator. LED lights
and a colour coding system communicate whether the automated system is
ready for operation.

Parker Hannifin | Mumbai

SCHUNK Intec India | Bengaluru

Email : parkerind@parker.com | Tel : +91-22-4124250

Email: info@schunk.com | Tel: +91-80-40538999

Milling cutter

CD couplings with high power density

Walter Tools offers MD133 Supreme—a range of milling cutters specially
developed for the requirements of dynamic milling. Thanks to diameters of
6 to12 mm (where z = 5) or 16 to 20 mm (where z = 6) and cutting lengths
(Lc) of 3 × Dc, with necks
up to 4 × Dc and 5 × Dc,
the milling cutter is
perfectly designed for
operating
parameters
typical of dynamic milling,
such as a small width of
engagement, and a high
depth of cut facilitated by MD133 Supreme
a large cutting length. A
chip breaker guarantees short chips even when working with large cutting
lengths. The milling cutter’s range of applications is differentiated by two
different grades—WJ30RD for steel (secondary application: cast iron) and
WJ30RA for stainless steels (secondary application: ISO S, N). It stands out
as a solution for working with difficult-to-cut materials or under unstable
conditions (machine, workpiece, clamping). By making full use of the
entire cutting length in the dynamic milling strategy, the tool has even
wear behaviour.

Zero-Max offers CD couplings with high power density. These couplings
provide precise and reliable shaft connections in less space than other
couplings. It operates without fatigue for
reliable 24/7 operation required in the
latest machine designs. Key to this CD
coupling design is the composite flex
element. It provides high torsional
stiffness, yet allows for misalignment in
high-stress applications. In addition, these
zero-backlash CD couplings provide
smooth operation at high speeds. The
coupling’s high performance material is CD couplings
configured in a compact design like that
pictured surpassing the performance of much longer couplings. The
resulting space savings enables machine designers to reduce the foot print
saving valuable floor space. Some specifications of the CD couplings
include a 12 inches diameter, 4.5 inches in length, design speed – 5000
RPM, coupling inertia of 984 lb-inch2 and a coupling weight is 43.9 lbs.
These couplings perform at peak torques in the most hostile operating
environments – from extreme cold to hot weather conditions -70° to
+250°F (-57° to + 121°C).

Walter Tools | Pune
Email: cilvina.pereira@walter-tools.com | Tel: +91-20-30457347
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Driving global competitiveness
Ranking third in the world among metal forming machine tool
manufacturing countries, Italy can rely on leading enterprises and
is on a constantly growing demand. In this context, the Lamiera
Fair was held in Milan, which is an international exhibition focused
on the metal forming machine tool industry and all technologies
related to sheet metal machining. A post-event report…
The Italian metal forming machine tool industry is a
significant sector, which represents almost half of the global
production of machine tools in Italy. Keeping this in mind, the
Lamiera Fair 2017 was recently hosted in Milan, Italy, on May
17–20, 2017. This international biennial trade show was dedicated
to machines and equipment for the machining of sheet metal,
pipes, sections, wire and metal structural work, dies, welding,
heat treatments, surface treatment and finishing. The exhibition
was promoted by UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE, the
Italian Machine Tools, Robots and Automation Systems
Manufacturers' Association and was organised by CEU-CENTRO
ESPOSIZIONI UCIMU.
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Debut in Milan
Making its debut in Milan this year, the trade show typically
takes place every two years and has been illustrating the evolution
of metal forming machine tools, attesting to their changes and
anticipating trends in terms of innovation, technologies and
applications. Now, in its 2017 edition, Lamiera became a reference
event for Industry 4.0.
The key players of the exhibition this year were over 480
enterprises and it covered a total exhibition area of over 40,000
sqm. Among the companies, 26% came from abroad and 21 were
the represented countries.
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“Our intention is to become a leader in the Italian market for
Mechatronics solutions. With the help of platforms such as the Lamiera
Fair, we are in a good position especially with our mechanical
components and are sure that we will become a strong group in Italy.”
Simone De Bartolomeo,
Key Account Manager,
Product Manager,
Hiwin Motion Control & Systems

“International shows like the Lamiera Fair offer us unique opportunities
to exchange with industry experts and learn about their concerns and
challenges. Due to this proximity to our clients, we can offer innovative,
high-quality and state-of-the-art products and services to the roll
forming industry.”
Viviane Bauer,
Business Development Manager,
data M Sheet Metal Solutions

Product highlights
Some of the technologies that were showcased at the
exhibition included machines, plants and equipment for sheet
metal forming, tube, section, wires and metal carpentry
machining, fasteners, machining centres and systems, laser
cutting, presses, moulds and dies, robots and automation,
welding, metrology and quality control, surface-finishing and
industrial coating, subcontracting and services for the industry.
Sharing their company’s highlights at the fair, Viviane Bauer,
Manager – Business Development, data M Sheet Metal Solutions,
stated, “Since quality management and closer tolerances are
important topics in the industry, a demonstration of our COPRA®
ProfileScan Desktop was in high demand. The device’s high
precision laser can be utilised for quality control for tubes and
pipes and its high accuracy offers great flexibility and mobility
due to the compact build and patented 360° measuring method.”
Also giving insight into their company’s product range at the
exhibition this year was Simone De Bartolomeo, Key Account
Manager, Product Manager, Hiwin Motion Control & Systems,
who shared, “This year, Hiwin showcased its capacity in terms of
its product range and also in terms of customisation. We are wellknown in mechanical components like guideway and ballscrew,
but we also wanted to showcase our products from the electronics
and mechatronics field, along with a good combination of direct
drive motors.”

Specific areas at the exhibition
Besides the traditional index of products, Lamiera also
presented three new themed areas: Fastener Industry, EcoCoatech
Industrial Coating and Blech Italy Service.
• Fastener Industry: This exhibition area was dedicated to
screws, bolts, fastening and clamping systems and included
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more than 30 exhibiting companies
• EcoCoatech Industrial Coating: This area showcased the
most innovative inter-operational processes for sheet metal
painting and coating
• Blech Italy Service: The exhibition offered two parallel and
alternative visit itineraries: the ‘Make’ concerning the
manufacturers of machine tools and innovative technologies,
for those who produce and the ‘Buy’ regarding the suppliers
of subcontracting and services, for those who purchase
semi-finished products and outsourced work

Displaying famous design projects
Apart from the themed areas, the exhibition also showcased
‘LAMIERALIVING’, which is a special exhibition area displaying
40 famous design objects. These are icons of the ‘Made in Italy’
manufacturing initiative in the world, which won the prestigious
‘ADI Compasso d'oro’ Award and were totally or partially made
using metal forming machines and technologies.

Work Planet of the Young
This was another special feature of the fair this year. The
Work Planet of the Young was an area created to encourage the
matching between the demand and supply of work. It became a
welcome point for over 200 students of 10 high school technical
institutes, which were accompanied by teachers and by a tutor of
the organisation.

Lambda Academy
As in a real academy, throughout the event, the organisers of
the exhibition implemented a structured information and
training itinerary concerning technical topics related to the
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The key players of the Lamiera Fair
this year were over 480 enterprises

sector. Industry 4.0, robotics, nanotechnologies, coating, screws,
nuts and bolts, alternative technologies for surface treatment and
machinery safety were some of the topics discussed in the
scheduled meetings.

Themes covered at the exhibition
The inaugural conference focused on Industry 4.0. There was
also a session held on industries regarding surface treatments and
a hearing on the topic of Fastener Distribution was also conducted,
which included a discussion on market changes and technological
innovations. Additionally, the SIRI press conference covered the
topic of ‘Robotics is again in the spotlight’.
Another subject focused on at the fair was Photonics 4 and
Industry 4.0 and an additional session was held on the
alternative and innovative technologies in surface treatment.
The subject of ‘Machinery Safety: Tools to support and simplify
the application of regulations’ was also discussed and Industry
4.0 case histories were especially highlighted, after the boost
that was received due to the National Plan on Industry 4.0
initiative of the Italian government.

Focus on Industry 4.0
Elaborating on the Industry 4.0 policy, Massimo Carboniero,
President, UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE, stated, “The
National Plan on Industry 4.0 in Italy implemented by the Italian
government has already given good results. For this reason, the
Italian sheet-metal forming enterprises have decided to exhibit
their product ranges in Italy for the second consecutive year.
Considering that enterprises are showing great interest in
undertaking a digital re-organisation in their own facilities and
with the aim of ensuring the necessary period of time for the
companies to properly evaluate and make their investments 4.0,
we think that it will be essential to have a one-year extension with
regard to the Hyper-Depreciation applicability.”
A more accurate analysis of the exhibiting companies shows
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that the core of the exhibition is represented by sheet-metal
forming and cutting machines, laser cutting and welding. In
particular, the number of exhibitors manufacturing presses,
robots and components has doubled. However, the fair was also a
point of reference for Industry 4.0 and the perfect stage for those
industries directly linked to metal forming technologies.
Speaking on roll-forming machines and other industrial
solutions, which were exhibited at the fair, Bauer shared, “Due to
the technical expertise of our team, data M can provide high-end
engineering services by guiding our customers through all project
stages – from a feasibility study to conception and implementation
of a roll forming machine. Our plan is to expand our product
portfolio with further components related to rollforming so that
we can offer the best services possible to our customers.”
Also elaborating on the expectations from the exhibition was
Bartolomeo, who stated their company’s objective and added,
“This year, Hiwin wants to cater to the demands of the customer
in new solutions and technology. We want to create new
possibilities and custom products for special application, where
competitors cannot arrive.”

Meeting global standards
Evaluating the success of the fair, Alfredo Mariotti, General
Manager, UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE, said, “The
number of exhibitors has grown this year and so has the exhibition
area, but most of all, the level of the exhibition contents has also
increased. Hence, the fair attracted a large number of visitors due
to its numerous side initiatives.”
Marking the success of the fair, Carboneiro concluded, “Our
next target is to further increase the international character of the
event with the help of a specific promotion programme addressed
to foreign operators. The fact that Lamiera will again be held
every two years will help to ensure a higher presence of innovations
and novelties on show — a good part of them, related to the
technologies of Industry 4.0, should be in the process of being
fully consolidated in 2019.” ☐
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“Italy & India have a mutual collaboration”
…Massimo Carboniero, President, UCIMU-SISTEMI PER PRODURRE,
in this interview with EM, discusses the performance of the Italian machine
tool industry and its collaboration with India. Excerpts…
What were the highlights of the Lamiera Fair 2017?
Over 480 exhibiting companies took part in Lamiera this year.
Among the attending companies, 27% were from abroad. The
registered number of visiting operators attested to the growth of
this exhibition, which considerably benefitted from its location
and date change. Out of the total visits of 23,579, visitors from
abroad made up a percentage of 9%, twice as many as those
attending the 2016 edition.
As far as products are concerned, there
were sheet metal forming machines, bar,
tube, section-working machines, presses,
blanking and punching machines, laser,
robots, automation, Industry 4.0, moulds
and dies, heat treatments, surface treatment
and finishing, wires and metal carpentry.
There were also three specific themed areas:
Fastener Industry, Ecocoatech and Blech Italy
Service. Great interest was also generated by
the special initiative, LAMIERALIVING,
which was a display area showing more than
40 design objects.
How is the Italian machine tool segment
performing in general?
In 2016, the production of the Italian metal-forming machine
tool industry amounted to 2,330 million euro, recording a 6.9%
increase versus 2015. Thanks to this outcome, Italy confirmed
its third place in the ranking of manufacturing countries.
Considering the production changes of the top eight countries,
the Italian industry had the second best performance after China.
As a result, it further reduced its gap with Germany.
Is the Italian machine tool industry prepared to adopt
Industry 4.0?
In Italy, the Industry 4.0 initiative was taken by the Ministry of
Economic Development, assisted by organisations representing
the Italian mechanical engineering sector. This gave birth to a
plan of industrial policy called ‘National Plan Industry 4.0’,
which was conceived to encourage and incentivise the digital
transformation of Italian enterprises.
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How are you anticipating the growth of this industry?
It is predicted that the machine tool consumption will have a
positive trend in the next two years, although, after 2017, the
growth will be more moderate.
How is the current scenario of the Italian machine tool industry’s
business growth with India?
Italy and India have a mutual collaboration
in this sector. India has excellent professional
skills in the technological field and this makes
the cooperation activity with Italy profitable.
If we consider the type of contribution
offered by Italy, flexibility is the best teaching
element that our industry may offer to one
of the most promising countries in terms of
growth and development.
In India, UCIMU is present with its
project ‘Platform India’, which intends to be
a real hub capable of providing assistance and
advice to the Italian enterprises interested
in having business in this area. The aim of
the initiative is to support the companies in
their internationalisation activity. For this
reason, the project has the collaboration of
an Indian manager, who works as a facilitator directly on site.
In addition, there is also the ITC project (Italian Technology
Centre), a centre built for the promotion of the sector's ‘Made in
Italy’ products, with offices in Pune. With these two initiatives,
the intent is to support the internationalisation of the Italian
companies in the area.
How important is the Indian market for Italy?
In 2016, India was the eleventh market of destination for
the Italian industry manufacturing machine tools, robots and
automation and the second one in the Asian market. Italy
exported machine tools to India for an amount of 70 million
euro. In the same period, the imports from India reached 3.2
million euro. A 91% share of imports is related to the sector of
cutting machines, in particular, machining centres and milling
machines. ☐
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